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v 

Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning 

Nyckelord: Spånform; Spånflöde; Datortomografi; Spånbildning; Bearbetning 

Inom tillverkning av metallkomponenter spelar bearbetning en viktig roll och är 
av avgörande betydelse för att säkerställa en produkts kvalitet.  

Från ett skärverktygs konstruktionsperspektiv är utformningen av ett verktygs 
makrogeometri baserad på en fysikbaserad numerisk modell en nödvändigt för 
att kunna förutsäga spånans morfologi. Spånans morfologi beskriver spånans 
form, utseende och geometri. Att kunna förutse spånflöde och spånform är 
avgörande för att i sin tur kunna förutsäga spånbrytning och säkerställa att en god 
spånevakuering erhålls tillsammans med en bättre ytjämnhet. För detta ändamål 
behövdes en numerisk modell som plattform där spånformen kan förutsägas för 
att sedan kunna jämföras med experimentella undersökningar, denna är i fokus 
för detta arbete. De undersökta bearbetningsprocesserna utgörs av den rena 
ortogonala bearbetningsprocessen och en där skärverktygets nosradie är i 
ingrepp. Numeriska modeller som simulerar spånbildningsprocessen användes 
för att förutsäga spånans morfologi och åtföljdes av bearbetningsexperiment. 
Datortomografi användes för att mäta de erhållna spånorna från 
bearbetningsexperimenten så att variationen hos spånornas morfologi kunde 
utvärderas. För en bearbetningsprocess där skärverktygets nosradie är i ingrepp 
under skärprocessen måste parametrar som beskriver spånformen beräknas. 
Kharkevich modellen används i detta sammanhang för att beräkna parametrarna 
hos spånformen under ingrepp. Höghastighetsvideo används för att mäta spånans 
sidoflödesvinkel under ingreppet i experiment och kunde därmed direkt jämföras 
med förutsägelsen i från den numeriska modellen. 

Resultaten visar att den metod som utvecklats ger en möjlighet till utvärdering av 
framsteg inom numeriska modeller kan utvärderas på ett tillförlitligt sätt utifrån 
spånans morfologi hos svarvprocesser där nosradien är i ingrepp.  

Vidare visar resultaten ifrån den numeriska modelleringen att spånans morfologi 
varierar för varierande skärförhållanden och kan förutsägas kvalitativt. 
Beträffande felet hos den kvantitativa utvärderingen av spånans morfologi är 
dessa ännu för stora för att kunna användas för modellering. 
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Title: Characterization and modeling of chip flow angle and 
morphology in 2D and 3D turning process 

Keywords: Chip curl, Chip flow, Computed tomography, Chip formation, 
Machining 

ISBN: 978-91-87531-20-0 (Printed version) 

978-91-87531-21-7 (Electronic version) 

Within manufacturing of metallic components, machining plays an important role 
and is of vital significance to ensure process reliability. From a cutting tool design 
perspective, tool macro geometry design based on physics based numerical 
modelling is highly needed that can predict chip morphology. The chip 
morphology describes the chip shape geometry and the chip curl geometry. The 
prediction of chip flow and chip shape is vital in predicting chip breakage, 
ensuring good chip evacuation and lower surface roughness. To this end, a 
platform is developed, to compare numerical model’s chip morphology 
prediction with experimental results in this work. The investigated cutting 
processes are orthogonal cutting process and nose turning process. Numerical 
models that simulate the chip formation process are used to predict the chip 
morphology and are accompanied by machining experiments. Computed 
tomography is used to scan the chips obtained from machining experiments and 
its ability to capture the variation in chip morphology is evaluated. For nose 
turning process, chip curl parameters during the cutting process are to be 
calculated. Kharkevich model is utilized in this regard to calculate the ‘chip in 
process’ chip curl parameters. High-speed videography is used to measure the 
chip side-flow angle during the cutting process experiments and is directly 
compared to physics based model predictions. The results show that the 
methodology provides the framework where an advance in numerical models is 
evaluated reliably from a ‘chip morphology prediction capability’ viewpoint for 
nose turning process. The numerical modeling results show that the chip 
morphology variation for varying cutting conditions is predicted qualitatively. The 
results of quantitative evaluation of chip morphology prediction shows that the 
error in prediction is too large to be used for predictive modelling purposes
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𝐴𝐴 Johnson Cook model constant: (Strain hardening component) 
𝐵𝐵 Johnson Cook model constant: (Strain hardening component) 
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ap  Depth of cut [mm] 
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𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 Johnson Cook model constant: room temperature [°C] 
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XYZ Cartesian coordinated system with Z axis positively directed outward 

from tool rake face, X is parallel to AH and Y axis perpendicular to AHr 
while being parallel to tool rake face. 
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Definitions 

2D turning process (Orthogonal turning 
process): 
Orthogonal turning process is where the 
wedge-shaped cutting tool’s straight cutting 
edge is at right angle to the cutting velocity 
direction. This results in the chip flow angle 
to be zero. 

 
2D turning process (Oblique turning 
process): 
Oblique turning process is where the 
wedge-shaped cutting tool’s straight cutting 
edge is inclined to the cutting velocity 
direction by the inclination angle. This 
results in the chip flow direction to be non-
zero. 

 
3D turning process (Nose turning 
process) 
Nose turning process is where the wedge 
shaped cutting tool’s cutting edge is not at 
right angle to the cutting velocity direction. 
The cutting edge consists of the nose part in 
addition to the straight cutting edge. 

 

Rake face

Feed direction

Cutting velocity 
direction

Rake surface

Cutting velocity 
direction

Feed direction

Rake face

Feed direction

Cutting velocity 
direction

Plane I Plane containing a chip's cross section in orthogonal turning 
Plane II Plane containing the chip curl in orthogonal turning 
Δh Average chip thickness [mm] 
Δρ Difference between ρ0 and ρ1 [mm] 
𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠 Chip curl constant based on galaxy describing function 
ϵ Strain [dimensionless] 
𝜖𝜖  ̅ Johnson Cook Model variable: Equivalent plastic strain 
𝜖𝜖. Strain rate [s-1] 
𝜖𝜖̅̇ Johnson Cook model variable: Equivalent plastic strain rate [s-1] 
𝜖𝜖0̇̅ Johnson Cook model constant: reference plastic strain rate [s-1] 
𝜖𝜖𝑐𝑐 Ultimate strain of chip material [dimensionless] 
η Chip side-flow angle [°] 
ηc Angle between 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 and Y axis [°] 
θ Angle of tilt of helix's axis with tool rake face plane [°] 
𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 Initial chip curl twist angle [°] 
𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 Chip curl variable based on galaxy describing function [°] 
µ Coulomb friction factor 
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1 Introduction 

Production or manufacturing is an important component of an industrialized 
country’s gross domestic product which is one of the indicator of the wellbeing 
of the state’s economy. 20th century production can be summarized by the 
development of industrial mass production system concept, the development of 
modern computer and communication systems which include the internet. This 
has improved the living standards of most of the industrialised countries in the 
world. Moving forward, 21st century manufacturing is and will be built up with 
the fruits of 20th century manufacturing which includes internet, digital 
communication and digital production. Digital manufacturing and individualised 
production system will be where information travels seamlessly from concept 
design to end user and vice versa. Digital manufacturing will enable us to produce 
physical product based on specific customer need, collect real time performance 
data, optimize performance under different working conditions and provide feed-
back for next generation product design. Individualised production is greatly 
advanced with digital manufacturing. These developments in the world of 
manufacturing provides the ability to improve the efficiency with which natural 
resources will be consumed and recycled when countries with large population 
move from underdeveloped to developing and developed states. 21st century 
manufacturing will be crucial and will provide the answers to the question of 
sustainability of life in planet earth. To this end, the transformation or 
advancement of traditional manufacturing methods with digital manufacturing 
tools require for digitization of complicated geometrical shapes at different stages 
of manufacturing. This work contributes to this transformation of the traditional 
machining process in 21st century. 

Machining has been an important component of the manufacturing world in the 
20th century and will continue to be more critical in the 21st century. Machining is 
expected to be more individualised according to customer needs with 
developments in digital manufacturing. Wide variety of materials, ranging from 
soft wood to extremely brittle bones and to heat resistant super alloys, can be 
machined with the desired accuracy producing highly engineered functional 
surfaces. It has also been employed at different scales ranging from the machining 
of massive engine components in ships to machining in the micro scale for 
manufacture of mechanical Swiss watches. In the competitive world of 
manufacturing of 21st century, machining process competes with a wide range of 
near net shape manufacturing processes such as additive manufacturing, near net 
shape forming and powder metallurgy. In the manufacture of a product, initial 

Chip up-curl in orthogonal turning 
process 
Chip up-curl is the radius of the chip curl 
curve’s curvature in the YZ plane. The YZ 
plane is defined as a plane perpendicular to 
the rake face and its normal parallel to the 
TCSL. 

Chip up-curl in nose turning process 
Chip up-curl is the radius of curvature of the 
chip helix curve (red curve) in the YZ plane. 
The YZ plane is defined as a plane 
perpendicular to chip helix curl’s axis. 

Chip side-curl in nose turning process 
Chip side-curl is the radius of curvature of 
the chip helix curve in the XY plane. The XY 
plane is the rake face plane. 
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the numerical models for their force prediction capability, temperature prediction 
capability and chip morphology prediction capability at the same time. A physics 
based engineering model that is evaluated for all these prediction capabilities will 
be more reliable and can be used with confidence during cutting tool design and 
machining process design. 

From a cutting tool design viewpoint, the prediction of chip flow on the cutting 
tool rake face and prediction of chip curl are of critical importance to design the 
chip breaker geometry. Appropriately positioned geometric features on the rake 
face of a commercial tool with chip breaker geometry direct the chip flow and 
influence chip curl. These geometric features are designed to reduce the tool-chip 
contact area and move the chip away from the active cutting edge. This 
repositioning of tool-chip contact area leads to a larger crater wear before the 
cutting edge becoming weak providing longer tool life. Inappropriate positioning 
of the geometric features would lead to the active cutting edge becoming weak 
within a shorter cutting distance. 

From machining process design viewpoint, chip flow prediction and chip curl 
prediction aids in ensuring process robustness and limited interruption during 
machining operations. With commercial chip breaker geometries, the chip 
morphology and chip breakage cannot be guaranteed for all variations of 
workpiece materials. This would lead to a situation to identify the chip breaker 
geometries when the cutting parameters are selected for the work piece material 
at hand. Otherwise, the cutting parameters are to be chosen for the chip breaker 
geometries that are available. In either case, it is necessary for the chip 
morphology or specifically, the chip curl to be qualitatively evaluated or 
quantitatively evaluated. When inappropriate cutting conditions or chip breaker 
geometry are selected, it leads to large snarls of soft chip or small hard chips. 
When large snarls of soft chip is produced, it can get wrapped around the work 
piece surface. When the chips are extremely small, they can get stuck in between 
the moving machine tool parts. This shows the need to have robust 
methodologies for the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of chip forms 
produced in machining process. 

Earlier studies of chip curl started in 1950s by Hahn [3]. Hahn made several 
hypotheses and discarded the influence of residual stress, tool – chip friction, 
tool-chip interface temperature, built-up edge being the source of chip curl. Hahn 
also showed that the velocity gradient across the shear plane and temperature 
dependent stress to be of important influence of chip curl. He also showed that 
tool – chip friction influences chip curl although it is not the primary source of 
chip curl. Fundamental understanding of chip curl was developed from 1960s by 
Cook et al [4] where he showed that the chip curl is influenced by the plastic 

form is created employing a primary manufacturing process such as casting, 
forming or powder metallurgy. Due to the limitation of primary processes 
employed, machining is carried out to remove unwanted material to increase 
strength to weight ratio, improve surface finish and produce engineered surfaces. 
Naturally, machining process is implemented close to the end of manufacturing 
cycle of a component and any error created at this stage is termed a costly error. 

Machining has been studied from an engineering and scientific view point well 
over a period of two centuries. Within machining studies, the study of chip 
formation is challenging due to the harsh environment in which it takes place. 
From a thermo-mechanical processing view point, machining is a large plastic 
deformation process and involves inducing large strains, ϵ ( up to 5), in the work 
piece at high strain rates, 𝜖𝜖.̇  (103-106 s-1), elevating the work piece surface to high 
temperatures typically in the range of 0.16-0.9 times the melting temperature, Tm. 
These extreme conditions pose a challenge for studying the process mechanics 
and also obtaining material properties at the operating conditions. In order to 
overcome these challenges, machining is studied both in academia and industry 
mainly using a simplified process such as the orthogonal cutting process. Practical 
machining processes such as drilling, 5 axis milling and deep-hole machining are 
much more challenging to be studied experimentally. With advances in material 
science and metallurgy, wide variety of materials are to be machined in the 
industrial world. To have a better control of machining process, traditional trial 
and error proves to be expensive and less reliable. On the other hand, physics 
based engineering models which are able to simulate machining processes are 
highly desirable for their advantages which will be shown in the future chapters. 

Within machining, from a cutting tool design point of view, physics based 
engineering models which are able to predict the performance of new cutting tool 
designs are highly desirable. With advances in computing, physics based 
engineering models are predominantly numerical models with physical properties 
provided as input. Numerical models are primarily used to predict cutting forces 
as they are important for modeling of dynamic behaviour of cutting tools and 
machine tools. Therefore numerical models are optimized to a large extent with 
cutting force prediction and to a smaller extent by temperature prediction. Recent 
advances in numerical modeling include prediction of heat generated during the 
cutting process and has been reviewed by Abukhshim et al in [1]. Prediction of 
temperature at cutting tool rake surface provides indication of cutting tool wear 
and in turn cutting tool life. To predict the service life of critical components in 
precision engineered products, the residual stresses induced during the machining 
process can be optimized using numerical modeling as shown by Ee et al in [2]. 
Advances are necessary to employ these numerical models to predict other output 
parameters such as chip morphology. This will provide the possibility to evaluate 
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To this end, the aspect of accurate modeling of chip curl through chip formation 
process using numerical models and quantitative characterization of chip 
morphology in industrially relevant machining process is taken up in this work. 
Quantitative characterization of chip morphology is carried out using modern 
metrological tools such as computed tomography (CT) and high speed 
videography and mathematical modelling of chip curl curve. Modeling of chip 
formation is carried out using finite element method and chip curl geometry 
predicted by the finite element model is compared with the experimental 
investigations using the developed methodologies. 

1.1 Scope and aim of the study 

The central theme of this work is to understand chip flow and curling of chip 
during machining process and its dependence on the work piece material 
deformation behaviour, cutting tool macro geometry and process conditions. The 
accuracy with which the flow and curling of chip could be predicted would lead 
to the possibility to develop innovative geometric features specifically for 
machining processes at hand. 

The main aim of this work is to develop methodologies to evaluate chip flow 
angle and chip curl geometry prediction by advanced numerical models. 

1.2 Delimitations 

The work carried out is concerned with the academically relevant orthogonal 
turning process and the industrially relevant nose turning process. Chip curl 
geometries for other industrially relevant cutting processes such as drilling, milling 
and gear cutting processes are not taken into account. Characterization of micro 
features such as strain variation in the chip which indicate the material 
deformation behaviour is not the focus of this study and cannot be evaluated 
using the developed methodologies. In addition, certain features such as lateral 
deformation are not quantitatively evaluated in this work. The cutting process 
parameters that were varied were feed rate and rake angle during orthogonal 
turning process and the variation of cutting speed was not carried out. Similarly 
the variation of cutting speed and its influence on chip curl is not evaluated in 
nose turning process. 

1.3 Research questions 

With a wide range of engineering materials being machined in today’s 
manufacturing scenario, better methodologies and approaches are required which 
are based on specific work piece material deformation behaviour at the cutting 

behavior of the material at the primary deformation zones. He also showed that 
the influence of temperature on the material’s plastic behavior influences chip 
curl. Nakayama [5] studied the curling of chip for oblique turning process whereas 
the previous studies were limited to orthogonal cutting process. Nakayama 
characterized the chip curl in 3D into chip up curl and chip side curl. He also 
showed that the chip is tilted by the tilt angle 𝜃𝜃 as the chip side flow angle 
increases. One of the pioneering works in chip curl is done by Spaans [6] where 
he showed that the primary source for chip curl is the curved shear zone and that 
Merchant’s shear plane model does not lead to chip curl. Chip curl research 
carried out in 1990s by Jawahir et al.[7]–[9]. Jawahir et al utilized high-speed 
videography to study the interaction of chip with the work piece in orthogonal 
cutting and its influence on chip curl. They developed analytical and numerical 
models, which considered the chip geometry after the tool-chip contact zone to 
predict chip curl and chip breakage. 

Modeling of chip curl is closely linked to the chip formation process with studies 
showing chip curl influencing the chip formation at the primary deformation zone 
[4], [6]. Accurate chip curl modeling is of significant importance in the prediction 
of process output parameters during machining. The linking of chip curl 
modeling and chip formation studies provides the ability to design cutting tools, 
which are highly optimized for specific cutting processes. With the wide variety 
of machining processes, work piece materials, cutting tool material, cutting tool 
coating, machine tools and cutting conditions, a physics based model capable of 
accurate chip curl prediction is highly desirable. While modeling of machining 
process has received a huge attention from the research community, the 
prediction of chip curl using numerical modelling has received a comparatively 
lower attention. Comparing chip curl between experiment and simulation is 
carried out qualitatively and quantitative characterization has been carried out to 
a very small extent [10], [11] . In [10], Kharkevich developed the methodology to 
define chip curl in an oblique turning process accurately and also measure the 
chip curl from chip collected during the experimental investigation. The chip 
measurement methodology was primarily developed for the cases where the chip 
does not get in contact with the work piece or the cutting tool. In these cases, 
other measurement methodologies are needed since the chip curl is influenced by 
chip – work piece contact or chip – cutting tool contact. The focus of the work 
by Buchkremer et al in [11] was to calibrate the fracture model in FE modelling 
of chip formation in longitudinal turning of AISI 1045 steel. They used the 
Kharkevich model to calculate chip curl parameters in an experimental 
investigation. The chip curl parameters obtained from the experimental 
investigation and finite element simulations were compared only qualitatively. 
The specific parameters of chip up-curl, chip side-curl and chip side-flow angle 
were not compared. 
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1.4  Research approach 

 It is hypothesized that it is possible to characterize the chip morphology for 
orthogonal turning and nose turning process using mathematical models which 
describe chip curl. Computed tomography and high speed videography are used 
to measure chip curl geometry. Experimental investigations of nose turning are 
carried out to measure the chip curl parameters, chip side-flow angle, chip up-
curl radius and chip side-curl radius in AISI 1045 steel. In addition, finite element 
simulation of chip formation is carried out and chip curl parameters are measured. 
Using the mathematical models, the chip curl parameters are compared between 
experimental investigation and finite element simulations. The work evaluates 
also the ability of advanced numerical models in predicting the chip curl for 
varying cutting conditions. Figure 1 shows how the different work carried out is 
linked to the objective of employing numerical models in cutting tool design. The 
methodologies developed provide a platform where numerical models could be 
evaluated for their chip morphology prediction capability.  

1.5 Thesis outline 

The structure of this thesis is as follows 

Chapter 2 provides the theoretical framework of the chip curl geometry 
description in particular and chip morphology in general. It also provides the 
mathematical models that are employed to model chip curl geometry. Chapter 3 
discusses different approaches used to model chip formation with increasing level 

 

Figure 1 Chip morphology evaluation methodology and its role in evaluation of 
physics based numeric models 
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conditions employed. From a cutting tool design viewpoint, the design of tool 
macro geometry involves the design of rake surface features on which the chip 
flows. Numerical modeling of machining process is able to simulate the 
machining process. For a model-based design of chip breaker geometry, a 
methodology is needed to compare chip morphology predicted by advanced 
numerical models with the chip morphology obtained from experimental 
investigation. 

The thesis work is based on the following research questions. 

1. Can computed tomography be used for comparing chip curl from
experimental investigation with numerical modeling prediction?

a. Is computed tomography measurement sufficiently accurate
compared to standard metallographic analysis?

b. How can chip geometry obtained by computed tomography
scanning be evaluated against a finite element prediction of chip curl?

2. Can variation of chip curl curve for varying process conditions be evaluated
using a mathematical function?

3. Can geometric modelling of chip curl geometry be used to calculate chip up-
curl, chip side-curl and tilt angle variation quantitatively in nose turning
process?

4. How parameters for modelling of work piece deformation behaviour in FE
modeling, specifically, strain hardening parameter and strain rate hardening
parameter do influence chip curl prediction?

5. How capable are the current numerical models in predicting chip curl in
orthogonal turning process and nose turning process at varying process
conditions?
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2 Chip morphology 

The term, ‘chip morphology’ describes the complete chip geometry and includes 
chip shape geometry and chip curl geometry and is shown in Figure 2 (a & b). 
Chip morphology is influenced by machining process parameters, work piece 
material behaviour and cutting tool geometry used. Variation in one of the above 
said parameters makes an intelligible mark on the chip morphology. From the 
chip’s colour, shape, surface texture and hardness, experienced machinists are 
able to identify the cutting conditions that produced the chips. On the other hand, 
the accurate description of chips from a scientific view point is a real challenge 
even for academically relevant orthogonal turning process. In this chapter, the 
geometrical description and definition of chip morphology is described for nose 
turning process and orthogonal turning process.  

2.1 Chip shape 

Chip shape and its variation are explained using the analogy of an extrusion 
process. In extrusion process, the work piece geometry before it enters the 
extrusion die is predetermined. Similarly, feed rate and depth of cut in nose 

 
Figure 2 Components of chip morphology of chip in nose turning process (a) Chip 
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of complexity and sophistication and an overview of the finite element model 
used in this study to simulate chip formation in orthogonal turning and nose 
turning process. 

Chapter 4 deals with the measurement methodology developed in this work using 
computed tomography as a measurement technique to study and characterize the 
chip curl geometry in orthogonal turning process and nose turning process. In 
addition, a mathematical function is used to characterize chip up-curl in 
orthogonal turning process within a short time frame. Chapter 5 is dedicated to 
the experimental investigations carried out. Chapter 6 describes the advanced 
numerical models used to model chip formation in cutting process and is used to 
predict chip curl under varying process conditions. Chapter 7 provides the results 
followed by the discussions, conclusion and future work. 
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of the primary parameters that are used to characterize material deformation 
during the cutting process as chip width is assumed to remain the same before 
and after the cut. Chip thickness and its variation is a direct measure of the work 
piece material behaviour and cutting conditions used. The material deformation 
in the primary deformation zone and the secondary deformation zone results in 
the increase in the thickness of the chip to the uncut chip thickness. The ratio 
between the deformed chip thickness and uncut chip thickness is termed cutting 
ratio in machining studies. In Merchant’s cutting force model [12], continuous 
cutting process is investigated and hence the variation of chip thickness along 
plane II is not considered. Similarly, the ratio between the cut chip width and 
uncut chip width is assumed to be unity as the model is in 2D and plane strain 
conditions are assumed. The chip shape is completely described by chip thickness 
and chip width when the chip formation is continuous as previously mentioned. 
On the other hand, when the chip formation process is cyclic due to the mixed 
mode ductile failure and adiabatic shear, leading to segmented chip formation, 
the chip is characterized similar to a saw tooth using the maximum chip thickness, 
minimum chip thickness, pitch and angle formed by the serration as shown in 
Figure 2 (b). These parameters can also be used to measure the variation in the 
strain and strain rate during the cyclic cutting process as shown by Li et al [13]. 
Literature review shows that the segmented chip formation is modelled using 
different variants of saw tooth profile [14]–[16]. 

Variation of chip thickness from continuous chip shape to saw tooth chip is 
shown in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 4. This variation depends on the work piece 
material deformation in the primary deformation zone, the contact between the 
chip and the cutting tool and the secondary deformation and the increase in 
temperature due to the material deformation in the primary and secondary 

 
Figure 4 Variation of chip thickness for varying feed rate and cutting speed [17] 

turning process determine the chip shape. After the material undergoes 
deformation, work piece material strains leading to the chip shape after cut. 
Unlike the extrusion process where the work piece cross section remains 
constant, in machining, the change in chip shape at the primary deformation zone 
can be constant leading to a continuous chip or vary leading to a segmented chip 
shape. Figure 2 (a) show a segmented chip shape. Since the chip shape can vary 
during the cutting process, the complete description of chip shape geometry 
requires two perpendicular planes with the ‘tool in processes as reference and is 
shown in Figure 3. Plane XZ lies perpendicular to the rake face and its normal is 
parallel to the chip flow direction vector. The cross section of the chip in this 
plane is characterized by the chip thickness and chip width dimension. Plane YZ 
lies perpendicular to the rake face and it contains the chip flow direction vector. 
The general cross section of the chip in YZ plane is characterized as saw tooth 
profile with peaks and troughs. The variation of chip thickness along the chip 
flow direction is studied in YZ plane. This shows that the complete chip shape 
geometry variation can be obtained from chip thickness, chip thickness variation 
along chip flow direction and chip width. 

Chip shape in XZ plane is defined by chip thickness (X dimension) and chip 
width (Z dimension). In a 2D orthogonal turning process, chip thickness is one 
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The chip breaks when the strain (𝜖𝜖𝑐𝑐) exceeds the maximum strain of chip material. 
Chip curl in orthogonal cutting process is completely defined by the chip up-curl 
radius in a plane rake face tool by Nakayama [5]. In a plane rake face cutting tool, 
the tool-chip contact length is termed as the natural tool-chip contact length. With 
the introduction of a chip breaker geometry or an obstruction type chip breaker, 
the tool chip contact length is reduced compared to the natural tool-chip contact 
length and those cutting tools are termed restricted contact cutting tool. This 
leads to a condition, where the chip flows into the chip breaker geometry. This 
leads to the need for chip back-flow angle in addition to chip up-curl radius to 
make a complete description of chip curl. With the restricted contact cutting 
tools, depending on the restricted contact length, the natural tool-chip contact 
length, uncut chip thickness and cutting ratio, the chip backflow angle varies. 

Chip curl in a nose turning process is influenced by the nose radius, restricted 
contact and varying chip flow direction between the main cutting edge and nose 
radius. Therefore, chip curl in nose turning process is defined using three 
important parameters, namely, chip up-curl, chip side-curl and chip side-flow 
angle by Nakayama [22]. These parameters are defined with the chip in process 
reference frame and is shown in Figure 5. 

Chip side-flow angle is used to describe the chip flow direction on the tool rake 
face plane and is measured in the YZ plane. One of the well-known models for 
chip side-flow angle is the Colwell line[23] which connects the projected end 
points of the depth of cut and feed rate on the tool rake face. The chip side-flow 
angle is the normal to this line. Several other models have been developed which 
take into account the influence of varying chip thickness along the cutting edge 

 𝜖𝜖𝑐𝑐 =
ℎ𝑐𝑐
2 ( 1𝑅𝑅0

− 1
𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿

) (Eqn. 1) 

 
Figure 5 Chip curl geometry characterization according to Nakayama et al (1992) 

deformation zone. The transformation from continuous chip to segmented chip 
is of great importance as this is directly related to chip breakage. This transition 
happens when the cutting speed is increased for a constant feed rate and for 
increase in feed rate at a constant cutting speed. The transition of chip with 
increase in cutting speed is attributed to adiabatic heating conditions. Under low 
cutting speeds, the deformation in the primary deformation zone is homogeneous 
over the shear zone whereas in high-speed cutting, the deformation zone is 
concentrated to one particular shear plane in the shear zone. This concentrated 
shear is due to the adiabatic heating conditions present at the primary shear zone 
where heat due to shear is concentrated and is termed ‘Mode 2’ failure. The 
transformation of chip with increase in feed rate is attributed to ductile fracture 
at the cutting edge work piece contact. This transformation of the chip from 
continuous to segmented shape for variation of cutting speed and feed rate is 
termed the mixed mode ductile failure and adiabatic shear phenomena [18] and is 
dependent also on other process parameters such as rake angle and tool material 
parameters. 

Cutting models based on empirical, analytical and numerical approaches built in 
2D assume plane strain conditions and calculate the cutting ratio in the cutting 
width direction as one. This assumption holds true throughout the cutting process 
except for the edges where the deformation takes place also in a third direction. 
3D modelling of the cutting process using analytical approach and numerical 
modelling approach are able to predict the variation in chip width in addition to 
chip thickness variation. An accurate modeling of the cutting process has to 
include the adiabatic shearing’s influence on the chip width variation as well. 

2.2 Chip curl 

Chip curl defines the flow of chip after the chip crosses the tool chip contact 
length in 2D or tool chip contact area in 3D. The preliminary observations in chip 
curl started only in the 1950s by Henriksen [19] and Hahn [3]. Cook et al [4] 
ascertained from observations that the built up edge and tool wear took the shape 
of chip curl, chip curl is related to curved shear zone and the chip is ‘born curled’ 
and is a cause rather an effect. In addition, strain hardening and strain rate 
hardening are observed as important influencing parameters in the curling of chip. 
Pioneering works were carried out by Spaans [6], Nakayama [20], Van Luttervalt 
& Jawahir et al [21] from 1950s to 1990s. The characterization of chip curl in 
orthogonal turning process was carried out by Nakayama et al [5] where the strain 
in the chip (𝜖𝜖𝐶𝐶) is related to the chip curl radius (𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿) when the chip touches the 
tool flank surface, the initial chip curl radius, (𝑅𝑅0) and chip thickness, (ℎ𝑐𝑐) as 
shown in (Eqn. 1). 
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Chips are collected from the experiment and the ‘chip in hand’ chip curl 
parameters are measured. The chips in hand chip curl parameters are the outside 
diameter (𝜌𝜌0), inside diameter (𝜌𝜌1), pitch (𝑝𝑝), chip width (𝑏𝑏) and chip’s slant width 
(ℎ1). Mathematically, the definition of chip curl geometry is the radii of curvature 
when the chip curl is represented by a helical geometry. The radius of curvature 
on the rake face plane is called chip side-curl and the radius on a plane 
perpendicular to the rake face and the main cutting edge is called chip up-curl). 
From the mathematical analysis of Kharkevich et al, chip up-curl radius (𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢) and 
chip side-curl radius (𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠) are calculated from the ‘chip in hand’ chip curl 
parameters as follows 

𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢 = 1
𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧

= 1
𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
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Where θ refers to the chip tilt angle, η refers to the deviation from chip side-flow 
angle predicted by Colwell line. The direction of 𝜃𝜃 and 𝜂𝜂 is obtained from high-
speed videography. The magnitude of θ is calculated by the following formula, 
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(Eqn. 5) 

 
The magnitude of 𝜂𝜂0 is calculated as follows 
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By employing Kharkevich model, chip curl can be quantitatively characterized in 
nose turning process when the chip is not hindered by contact with the workpiece 
or tool. Under machining conditions, were the chip is highly deformed due to 

and its influence on the resulting chip side-flow angle although none of them 
provide any significant improvement in the prediction of chip side-flow angle 
compared to Colwell’s method. 

Pekelharing [24] shows that the cutting edge being curved, the primary motion 
not being perpendicular to feed direction and the cutting edge not being 
perpendicular to the primary motion be the primary reasons for chip side curl. 
The non-straight cutting edge is due to the presence of the nose radius and 
approach angle. The chip flow direction being perpendicular at each elementary 
chip width along the cutting edge causes the chip side-curl in addition to the 
variation of chip speed along the cutting edge. With chip curl being defined 
geometrically and the influences of the kinematics of cutting on chip up-curl and 
chip side-curl, qualitative evaluation of chip curl is possible. To predict the 
quantitative values of chip curl, in addition to the kinematics of cutting, the 
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secondary deformation zone is required. 

One of the best tools to observe and study chip curl in machining is high speed 
videography as shown by Jawahir in [7]. The description of chip up-curl and chip 
side-curl by Nakayama was carried out with the chip in process as a reference 
frame. To measure chip curl for industrial machining process with complicated 
insert chip breaker geometries and tool angles, measurement of chip curl 
parameters from chips collected is advantageous. Several researchers have used 
the chip in hand process parameters directly to evaluate the chip formation 
models [25]–[27]. This methodology does not provide the cutting tool designer 
necessary insight for the design of a chip breaker as chip curl parameters with the 
chip in process parameters are better suited than the ‘chip in hand’ chip curl 
parameters. In this regard, a detailed geometrical analysis of the chip curl was 
carried out by Kharkevich et al [10], [28], [29] identifying the chip up-curl and 
chip side-curl parameters in the ‘chip in process’ reference frame from ‘chip in 
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3 Modeling of chip formation process 

Machining can be termed as a chip formation process from the viewpoint of 
cutting tool design. Chip formation process refers to the interjection of tool into 
the work piece at a high velocity leading to plastic deformation and consecutively 
fracture of the work piece forming the chip. The plastic deformation falls within 
the category of high strain and high strain rate deformation. The material 
deformation is also characterized by the conversion of mechanical deformation 
energy into heat, which leads to the change in material microstructure and strain 
in the material. 

This chip segmentation frequency characterizes the chip formation process and 
its variation in time scale. Depending on the cutting conditions and work piece 
material behaviour, the chip segmentation frequency varies and in turn influences 
the dynamics of the machining process. Astakhov shows the events in sequence 
within a chip segmentation and is described in Figure 7. The chip formation 

 
Figure 7 Material deformation at the primary shear zone according to Astakhov [30] 
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contact with the workpiece or tool and modeling the chip curl as a helix geometry, 
computed tomography proves to be a practical methodology.
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and Europe can be termed the fundamental works regarding the chip formation 
process in machining. In the second half of the 20th century, the scientific studies 
in machining accelerated due to the advancements in mathematics, plasticity 
theory and computing. The different scientific approaches or tools that have been 
introduced to study machining process in chronological order are experimental, 
empirical, analytical and computational methods. Each method has its advantages 
and disadvantages and is used in at least some parts of machining studies even 
now. The history of study of machining process spans over one and half century 
and it is better chronicled in books devoted to the study of machining process 
[32]. 

Table 1 Early works in machining process 

Year  Work and significance 
1851 Cocquilhat: Work required to remove a given material volume by 

drilling 
1877 Timme: Machining studies by Timme 
1881 Mallock: shearing mechanism in chip formation 
1941 Ernst & Merchant: shear plane model 

 
Each modeling approach is advantageous in predicting specific aspects of the 
machining process. Feeding the output of one modeling approach as an input to 
another modeling approach enables to predict industrially relevant process 
parameters like cutting forces. This methodology of linking different modeling 
approaches is termed hybrid modeling [33]. This hybrid methodology is gaining 
significance in the study of machining process in the 21st century. 

3.1.1 Experimental and Empirical modeling 

One of the most important empirical models in machining studies was carried out 
by Taylor in 1907 [34] and was published in his work titled, “On the art of cutting 
metals”. Taylor’s work aimed at setting the standard to categorize the work force 
involved in machining operations. Taylor performed extensive experimental 
investigation into all the aspects of cutting tool life and derived the famous tool 
life equation, 

 
Merchant’s force diagram calculated the cutting forces and feed forces 
considering a single shear plane and neglecting the influence of tool edge 
radius[12]. The flow of chip on the rake face is modeled using coulomb friction. 
The work piece material strength is obtained from shear strength. In this model, 
shearing of the material is considered to happen instantaneously and in one single 

 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 = 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 (Eqn. 7) 

process greatly differs between a brittle material such as cast iron (A) and ductile 
brittle material such as low carbon steel (B & C). In a ductile material, chip 
formation starts with the initiation of the crack at the point of contact of tool and 
work piece [30] and is followed by elastoplastic deformation of the work piece 
material in case of ‘B’ and the conversion of energy into heat in the deformation 
zone. In ‘B’, according to Astakhov, material deformation takes place both along 
the line where the chip and work piece separate and along the primary 
deformation. This is the main difference between chip formation in case of ‘B’ 
and ‘C’. In case of ‘C’, the material is largely plastically deformed and the elastic 
deformation does not influence chip formation, which is explained by Merchant’s 
cutting force model. 

At higher cutting speeds, the zone where heat is generated could be concentrated 
leading to a drastic reduction of the material’s strength and the primary 
deformation zone is termed as adiabatic shear zone. The adiabatic shear zone 
leads to segmented chip formation. At lower cutting speeds, the heat travels 
across the primary deformation zone leading to a continuous chip formation. The 
flow of the work piece material on the tool’s rake face leads to friction and 
additional heat generation. The restriction to chip flow near the tool – work piece 
contact leads to additional deformation of the work piece material and is termed 
the secondary deformation zone. 

3.1 Methodologies for modelling of chip 
formation 

Fundamental work in chip formation started in late 19th century and important 
milestones is presented chronologically in Table 1. Tresca reported one of the 
first works where he attributed compression of work piece material ahead of the 
tool as the reason of material flow in machining. Timme proved this hypothesis 
and proved that shearing of work piece is the underlying reason for material flow 
in machining Piispanen’s card model developed in 1937 describes the material 
removal mechanism by shearing in the primary deformation zone. Significant 
works in the 20th century include the relationship between tool life and cutting 
speed by Taylor [31] and modelling of cutting forces by Merchant using the 
Merchant’s circle [12]. The earlier studies in machining during the early 20th 
century by Taylor was concerned with how each worker is to be graded based on 
the output that he produced which warranted a base machining time and 
eventually machining cost and was propelled by the industrial revolution. This led 
to the question of selection of optimum cutting speed at which the cutting tool 
has to be used above which increasing the cutting speed leads to rapid tool wear. 
Lowering the cutting speed below the optimum cutting speed will lead to 
unproductive machine output. Merchant’s work and similar works from Russia 
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Six important slip line field models developed for machining in 2D are 
Dewhurst’s model [36] for machining with a flat rake face and is able to predict 
chip curl, Shi & Ramalingam’s model for 2D machining with a restricted contact 
groove tool providing a unique solution, Kudo’s model for machining with flat 
rake face tool with the ability to predict chip up-curl, Johnson’s and Usui & 
Hoshi’s models [37] for machining with restricted contact tool predicting the chip 
back flow angle, Lee & Shafer’s model predicting a straight chip for all cutting 
conditions and Merchant’s model having a fixed shear plane angle. Fang et al [35] 
studied all the six models that were developed and developed a universal slip line 
field model and showed that the six previously developed models were special 
cases of the universal slip line model, Figure 8. The slip line field models had the 
hydrostatic pressure at the free end of the shear zone, the ratio of frictional shear 
stress to the material shear yield stress, ratio of the un-deformed chip thickness 
to the length of the tool land and tool primary rake angle as input parameters. 
The output parameters predicted by the slip line model were slip line field angles, 
non-dimensionalized cutting forces, chip thickness, chip up-curl radius and chip 
back flow angle. To obtain reduced cutting forces, the slip line field models 
predicted that the pressure at the free end to be larger, the frictional shear stress 
to yield stress ratio to be smaller, larger chip thickness to length of the tool land 
ratio and larger rake angles. Similarly to have a smaller chip curl radius, smaller 
pressure at free end of shear zone, smaller frictional shear stress to yield stress to 
material yield stress ratio, larger chip thickness to un deformed chip thickness 
ratio and a smaller rake angle are desired. This shows that the smaller chip curl is 
related to increase in cutting forces. The drawback of slip line field modeling is 
its inability to be accommodated for different machining process, incorporating 
the physics of saw tooth chip formation, influence of cutting edge rounding and 
more importantly, the enormous effort needed to develop solutions for different 
cutting tool geometry variation. 

3.1.3 Numerical modeling 

 
Figure 9 Modelling of chip formation employing (a) Eulerian formulation and 

 according to Arrazola et al. [38](b) Lagrangian formulation  

plane leading to infinite shear strain rate, which is not possible in reality and is 
considered a drawback of the model. The concept of work hardening is neglected 
and the different chip shapes from continuous to segmented chip form are not 
predicted. In addition, the influence of cutting edge radius, which is proved to 
have a significant influence on the cutting forces in experimental investigations, 
is neglected. 

3.1.2 Slip line field modeling 

During the first half of 20th century, slip line field method was employed in 
plasticity. Slip line field method was used to construct a series of lines having 
directions to the maximum shear stress. This modeling methodology was used to 
explain chip formation in metal cutting assuming quasi-static conditions. Various 
researchers developed different slip line field models to explain chip formation 
for specific cutting conditions. 

 
Figure 8 Universal slip line field model with the ability to predict chip thickness, cutting 

according to Fang et al. [35] 
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3.1.3.1 Work piece material modeling 
Work piece material modeling is carried out in two steps. First is to conduct 
compression test of the work piece material under various loading conditions 
which are provided in the form of flow stress curves and the next step is to model 
the response curves using physics based equations or phenomenological 
equations. 

Flow stress curves are obtained by performing compression tests on small 
cylindrical specimens at different strains, different strain rates and temperature. 
Split Hopkinson pressure bar tests are employed for performing the compression 
tests on the specimen. 

The Split Hopkinson pressure bar test [39] uses the principle of one dimensional 
elastic wave propagation in long slender bars to apply high strains at high strain 
rates. The basic construction of the Split Hopkinson pressure bar test bed consists 
of two long cylindrical bars and the specimen in between them. Two long 
cylindrical bars are precision centerless grounded to obtain the best circularity to 
maintain one dimensional wave propagation and are termed the input bar and 
output bar as shown in Figure 10. The input bar is provided with an incident wave 
or pressure using a striker bar. The pressure wave is transmitted and reflected 
through each bar as it passes through. This leads to transmitted and reflected 
waves in the input and output bar and the specimen from which the forces, strain 
and strain rates are calculated. 

 
Figure 10 Split Hopkinson pressure bar set up for characterization of material 

deformation behaviour at high strain high strain rate conditions 
 

specimen

Strain gauges

Output bar
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Tempered chamberprojectile
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With the development of modern computers from a technology viewpoint and 
finite element method from a mathematical viewpoint, modeling of chip 
formation in machining process made a giant leap forward from purely scientific 
pursuit to industrial applications. 

A finite element model contains the geometry of interest, the material response 
under applied load and the boundary conditions, which in machining will be the 
workpiece geometry and cutting tool geometry. Both work piece and cutting tool 
geometries are discretized into a number of smaller simple finite elements and a 
mesh is generated. 2D and 3D mesh generation tools are available which are able 
to discretize complex geometries with relative ease. 2D meshes are generally 
created using triangular elements or rectangular elements. 3D meshes are 
generated using hexahedral or tetrahedral mesh. Based on the physical problem 
at hand, mesh on the surface is constrained and load is applied on certain area of 
the mesh. The application of load is carried out incrementally and the 
deformation response of the geometry is studied. 

In modeling of chip formation in machining process, the work piece is modeled 
as a deformable body and the tool is generally modeled as a rigid body to reduce 
the computational need. Eulerian formulation and Lagrangian formulation are 
two different finite element formulations as shown by Arrazola et al in [38] . In 
Eulerian formulation, the mesh is fixed in space whereas in Lagrangian 
formulation, the mesh is fixed with the material leading to the deformation of the 
mesh as load is applied. Unlike Eulerian, formulation, with Lagrangian 
formulation, the initial chip shape is not necessary to be assumed. As machining 
is a large deformation problem, the mesh has to be modified due to increased 
mesh deformation. This calls for a specific capability of the finite element 
program employed to model machining process called adaptive remeshing 
capability. With Lagrangian formulation, the initial chip shape is not necessary to 
be assumed. 

The tool is modeled as a rigid body with the heat transfer between the tool and 
the work piece being modeled using contact elements. The heat transfer in the 
tool could be used to predict wear. The geometry of the tool with the edge 
geometry is found to influence the material deformation and heat generated 
during the process. An important aspect of modeling of chip formation in 
machining is the incorporation of the influence of the work piece material’s 
response for various strains, strain rates and different temperature. Another 
important aspect is the modeling of the flow of the chip on the tool rake face 
using friction models. 
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3.1.3.1 Work piece material modeling 
Work piece material modeling is carried out in two steps. First is to conduct 
compression test of the work piece material under various loading conditions 
which are provided in the form of flow stress curves and the next step is to model 
the response curves using physics based equations or phenomenological 
equations. 

Flow stress curves are obtained by performing compression tests on small 
cylindrical specimens at different strains, different strain rates and temperature. 
Split Hopkinson pressure bar tests are employed for performing the compression 
tests on the specimen. 

The Split Hopkinson pressure bar test [39] uses the principle of one dimensional 
elastic wave propagation in long slender bars to apply high strains at high strain 
rates. The basic construction of the Split Hopkinson pressure bar test bed consists 
of two long cylindrical bars and the specimen in between them. Two long 
cylindrical bars are precision centerless grounded to obtain the best circularity to 
maintain one dimensional wave propagation and are termed the input bar and 
output bar as shown in Figure 10. The input bar is provided with an incident wave 
or pressure using a striker bar. The pressure wave is transmitted and reflected 
through each bar as it passes through. This leads to transmitted and reflected 
waves in the input and output bar and the specimen from which the forces, strain 
and strain rates are calculated. 
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3.1.3.2 Friction modeling 
With the material being deformed in the primary deformation zone and with the 
advance of the tool into the work piece material, the chip is formed and flows on 
the rake face. The work piece material flow on the tool rake face increases the 
strain in the material in contact with the cutting tool. This in turn alters the 
material deformation in the primary deformation zone. This interaction between 
the cutting tool rake face and the chip is modeled using friction contact modeling. 
The earlier analytical models used Coulomb friction model as in Merchant’s 
circle [12]. Zorev [42] modeled the friction in the tool-chip interface and is 
described in Figure 11. Zorev proposed that the normal stress due to the primary 
deformation in primary deformation zone decreases exponentially from the 
cutting edge and reaches zero at the end of tool-work piece contact length. The 
frictional shear stress is modeled to have a constant value up to a certain length 
defined by the sticking contact length. The constant value is given by the 
maximum shear stress of the chip material at the cutting conditions in which 
machining takes place. For the remaining distance up to the tool-chip contact 
length, the frictional shear stress decreases exponentially reaching zero at the end 
of tool – chip contact length. 

Within finite element modeling approach several models with increasing 
complexity is used. The simplest model and the most widely used is the Coulomb 
friction model and is used in this work. Other models available in general finite 
element models to simulate machining process include constant shear friction 
models, constant shear friction model in sticking region and Coulomb friction 
in sliding region, sticking-sliding model and variable shear friction model. The 
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Figure 11 Variation of normal stress (red) and friction stress (blue) on the tool rake 
face according to Zorev [42] 

coulomb friction model predicts the frictional force between surfaces of two
bodies as fraction of the normal force applied by one surface on the other. 

For obtaining the flow stress curves to model chip formation in machining 
process, material properties at strain rates from 1 – 5 and strain rates ranging from 
103-105 s-1 at temperatures ranging from 16% - 90% of the material’s melting 
temperature. The flow stress curves obtained from split Hopkinson pressure bar 
test provide strains up to 5 and strain rates up to 104 s-1. Strain and strain rates at 
which machining takes place are larger than at which the split Hopkinson pressure 
bar tests take place. To overcome this shortcoming, finite element simulation of 
machining process can be employed to obtain the material response data [40]. 

The flow stress curves obtained from the split Hopkinson pressure bar tests are 
smoothened to remove the experimental errors and extrapolated for larger strain 
and higher strain rates, which calls for mathematical equations. The equations that 
relate stresses and strains in FE formulations are termed constitutive equations. 
Constitutive equations are classified into physics based and phenomenological 
equations. One of the most well-known constitutive equations used in machining 
simulations is the Johnson-Cook model as shown. The Johnson-Cook model is 
composed of strain hardening component, strain rate hardening component and 
thermal softening component. 

 

 
Advances in constitutive modeling of the work piece material deformation 
behaviour have included development of different constitutive equations. One of 
the models of great importance is the development of physics based models. The 
application of dislocation density based material modeling in modeling workpiece 
deformation in machining process by Wedberg in [41] simulates the material 
deformation during machining process taking into consideration the material 
microstructure and the deformation mechanics at microscale.  
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4 Chip morphology characterization 

Robust characterization methodologies are required to characterize chip 
morphology for orthogonal turning process and nose turning process. The 
characterization methodologies should be able to characterize chip morphology 
for variation in chip up-curl and chip side-curl. In addition, the ability to measure 
the chip shape features like segmentation and segmentation frequency without 
elaborate metallographic analysis procedures will be an added advantage. For chip 
shape characterization the well-established methodology in literature is 
metallographic investigation which could be employed in orthogonal turning 
process. In this work, computed tomography is used to obtain the chip shape and 
chip curl for nose turning process. 

Chip in orthogonal turning process is mainly up-curled and chip side-curl is not 
taken into account. Nakayama [20] characterized chip up-curl in orthogonal 
turning process using initial chip curl radius. This methodology has also been used 
by other researchers like Zhou [43] who characterized chip curl for various 2D 
chip breaker geometries. The measurement of chip up-curl radius is done 
manually and provides the ability to be incorporated into chip breakage prediction 
equations. On the other hand, the ability to describe the chip curl completely 
provides the ability to measure the variation of chip curl when the steady state 
cutting is reached. In paper A, initial chip curl radius and twist angle is used to 
characterize the chip curl in orthogonal turning process where chip up-curl and 
chip side-curl are characterized.  

Another methodology to characterize chip curl in orthogonal turning process or 
orthogonal cutting in general is the modelling of the chip curl curve and has been 
used by researchers like Batzer et al [44]. In paper B, chip up-curl is characterized 
by fitting a curve to the chip curl. This methodology is more suitable to be used 
to characterize chips using a vision based metrology system. The possibility exists 
to measure the chip curl curves using image recognition system and characterizing 
the chip curl. 

In paper C, chip curl characterization methodology for nose turning process is 
developed. In addition, the characterization methodology should provide the 
ability to compare chip curl obtained from experimental investigation and chip 
curl predicted by numerical modelling. The Kharkevich model calculates the ‘chip 
in process’ chip curl parameters from measured ‘chip in hand’ chip curl 
parameters and was developed primarily for helical chips in oblique turning 

The coefficient of friction is given as follows 

 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓 = 𝜇𝜇𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 (Eqn. 9) 
Where  
𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓- Frictional force applied by one body on another body 
 µ - Coefficient of friction 
𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛- Normal force applied by one body on another body 
Within finite element modeling of contact between tool rake face and chip, the 
models that are usually employed are Coulomb friction model, limited shear stress 
coulomb friction law, extended coulomb friction law and experimentally devised 
friction models.
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hits the nucleus of an atom in the target or inner shell electron of an atom, 
radiation over a wide energy spectrum or radiation of a characteristic energy level 
is produced. 

This X-ray on propagating through the object of interest gets attenuated due to 
absorption or scattering. The travel length in the absorbing material measures the 
degree of attenuation and is dependent on the material composition, its density 
and the X-ray energy. By measuring the degree of attenuation, the distance 
travelled in the material, the difference between each material through which it 
passed is calculated. The X-ray detector, which is usually of the area detector type, 
is used to obtain the X-ray image. The object of interest is placed in the rotary 
table and is rotated, the process is repeated and an image for each 0.25 degree of 
rotation is captured. 

The second component of reconstruction is carried out by the accompanying 
software where the captured images are used for the reconstruction of the 3D 
model. Filtered back projection based on linear integral transformation model is 
used to describe the absorption intensity of X-rays (𝐼𝐼) passing through the object 
of interest with varying linear attenuation coefficient µ as shown in (Eqn. 10 with 
the initial intensity of 𝐼𝐼0. 

The attenuation coefficient 𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎 varies with X-ray photon energy in accordance to 
the absorption spectrum of the material. The gray value profiles of a point in 
space obtained from different images used to reconstruct the 3D voxel. 
Automatic edge detection algorithms are used to differentiate the object of 
interest from surrounding. A collection of all these points is then used to 
reconstruct a 3D model of the object of interest. 

 

 

 𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼0𝑒𝑒[− ∫ 𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎(𝑥𝑥)𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥] (Eqn. 10) 
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Figure 12 Computed tomography process to capture features in 3D 

process. Chip up-curl, chip side-curl, chip side flow angle and tilt angle are 
parameters used to define the chip curl in ‘chip in process’ reference frame. 
Kharkevich model assumes the chip curl to be a helical curve surface. With the 
change in cutting process parameters, variants of the helical curve surface 
changes. For practical machining conditions, at certain cutting conditions, the 
chip hits the work piece surface or the tool flank surface and the chip curl deviates 
from being a helical curve. Chips, which are primarily up-curled, are obtained 
when low feed rate and high depth of cut are employed keeping other cutting 
conditions constant in nose turning process. In this case, computed tomography 
is employed to measure the chip curl directly. To measure chip side-flow angle 
and chip tilt angle for a complete characterization of chip curl, high-speed 
videography is used. 

4.1 Computed tomography (CT) as a metrological 
tool 

Computed tomography was developed in the early 1970s for the medical world 
in scanning and detecting anomalies in the human body. Hounsfield [45] utilized 
the existing X-ray technique and the advancing computing technology to 
construct 3D models from 2D images. Industrial computed tomography is an X-
ray based technique and is used in dimensional metrology for 3D reconstruction 
of geometrically complex artifacts [46]. In this work, computed tomography is 
used to capture the geometrical parameters of both the chip shape and chip curl 
in the form of 3D CAD model. This aids in evaluating numerical model 
predictions of chip curl methodology in orthogonal turning and nose turning 
process. 

A brief review of the CT methodology is provided here with a schematic in Figure 
12. The two components of the CT measurement are the CT scanning and 
reconstruction technology. During CT scanning, the object of interest is kept in 
between the X-ray source and X-ray detector. A series of X-ray images are 
obtained with the object of interest being rotated between successive scanning. 
During reconstruction, the X-ray images are combined to obtain a 3D CAD 
model. 

The X-ray source in the CT machine consists of an electron beam gun, a Wehnelt 
grid electrode and target material. The electron beam consists of a cathode 
filament that emits electrons and an anode that accelerates the electrons. The 
Wehnelt grid electrode controls the electron beam while magnetic deflectors and 
lenses are used to focus the electron beam onto the target. The target material 
depends on the X-ray radiation spectra and the material generally used is tungsten. 
On hitting the target, the electron is decelerated. Based on whether the electron 
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of geometrically complex artifacts [46]. In this work, computed tomography is 
used to capture the geometrical parameters of both the chip shape and chip curl 
in the form of 3D CAD model. This aids in evaluating numerical model 
predictions of chip curl methodology in orthogonal turning and nose turning 
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A brief review of the CT methodology is provided here with a schematic in Figure 
12. The two components of the CT measurement are the CT scanning and 
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model. 

The X-ray source in the CT machine consists of an electron beam gun, a Wehnelt 
grid electrode and target material. The electron beam consists of a cathode 
filament that emits electrons and an anode that accelerates the electrons. The 
Wehnelt grid electrode controls the electron beam while magnetic deflectors and 
lenses are used to focus the electron beam onto the target. The target material 
depends on the X-ray radiation spectra and the material generally used is tungsten. 
On hitting the target, the electron is decelerated. Based on whether the electron 
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curl geometry obtained standard traditional metallographic analysis. Computer 
tomography technique is employed in this study to evaluate its ability to 
characterize chip shape parameters such as chip thickness, chip width, chip 
segmentation and chip curl parameters such as chip up-curl, chip side-curl, twist 
angle. 

4.3 Chip curl characterization in nose turning 
process 

Nose turning process falls within oblique turning process where the chip flow 
direction vector on the rake face does not lie perpendicular to the plane 
containing the main cutting edge and cutting velocity vector. The cutting tool 
geometry is a combination of straight cutting edge insert and a round cutting 
insert. This leads to the chip flow in 3D space resulting in a helical chip. To 
characterize chip curl in nose turning, the characterization methodology should 
be able to measure the parameters, chip up-curl, chip side-curl and chip side-flow 
angle. In this regard, a detailed methodology is developed in Paper C where 
computed tomography, Kharkevich model and high-speed videography is used. 
Table 2 shows the characterization methodology used and the chip curl parameter 
measured for the varying cutting conditions.  

 
The chip forms produced in the nose turning process are presented in the form 
of a chip-breaking chart as shown in Figure 14. The chip breaking chart shows 
the varying chip curl when the depth of cut and feed rate are varied. The chip-
breaking chart is constructed through experimental investigation for a new chip 
breaker design. The chip breaking chart methodology is used both in academic 
research and as a standard practice in cutting tool industry in literature [7], [25]. 
The chip-breaking chart shows the transition of the chip from being unbroken to 
broken chip. For a given chip breaker geometry, an area in the chip breaking chart 
shows the cutting parameters above which chips break. Figure 14 shows the chip 
to the left of the boundary line are unbroken. The chips within the boundary line 
are broken and are considered acceptable cutting conditions for a longer tool life. 
The chips to the right of the boundary are overstrained. Chip breaking chart helps 
in the selection of the appropriate chip breaker geometry for the cutting process 

Table 2 Characterized chip curl feature and characterization tool employed. 

Chip side-flow angle High speed videography 
Chip up-curl & Chip side-curl (for chips not 
obstructed by tool and work piece) Kharkevich model 

Chip up-curl & Chip side-curl ( for chips heavily 
deformed due to contact with tool or workpiece) Computed tomography 

4.2 Chip morphology characterization using CT 

With the previous section describing the principle of computed tomography, to 
obtain 3D CAD models of chips obtained from experimental investigation, a 
measurement methodology was developed where chips are scanned using 
Computed tomography technique. Post processing of 2D images obtained from 
CT are used to construct the chip’s CAD models. Computed tomography being 
a relatively new methodology in the field of dimensional metrology, the CT 
system is calibrated between consecutive measurements and the scaling factors 
are updated to ensure accuracy and repeatability of the measurements. Figure 13 
shows the procedure for chip morphology characterization in orthogonal turning 
process. The process employed is applicable for chips obtained from any 
industrial machining process. In this work, the developed methodology is also 
employed to measure chips obtained from nose turning process. 

The influence of the CT system parameters were studied and the parameters were 
optimized based on the material density and the resolution of the CAD model 
required. Voxel size parameter is a three-dimensional equivalent of pixel size in 
2D. This is determined by the size of the component to be measured. With the 
increase in chip size obtained from larger feed rates and depth of cuts, larger voxel 
sizes are obtained. Increased voxel size does not necessarily mean the accuracy of 
the CAD model is reduced as post-processing software is able to provide the 
CAD model with a resolution of one µm. The complete description of the chip 
morphology characterization methodology is provided in Paper A. The standard 
chip morphology characterization technique currently available is metallographic 
analysis. Metallographic analysis is suited to 2D chips and the chips are destroyed 
during the preparation. Hence, the CT measurement results is compared with the 
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shapes. This shows that the function is able to fit the curve for variation of cutting 
parameter. The chip curl characterization methodology using spiral galaxy 
function is presented in paper B. The fitting of the curve is implemented in a 
MATLAB program. The images of experimentally obtained chips are used to 
verify the curve fitting in a MATLAB GUI interface. Similarly, the chips obtained 
from simulations are also fitted. The mathematical function is able to measure the 
chip up-curl for varying cutting speed and feed rate, which produces comma 
shaped chips and 2D spiral chips. This methodology is ideal for an automated 
evaluation process and can be used to evaluate the statistical modelling of the chip 
curl for identical cutting conditions. 

 
Figure 15 Modeling of chip curl curve employing spiral galaxy function. 
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at hand. The chip curl is increased in general as we move from left to right, which 
in other words imply smaller chip curl radius. As we move from bottom to top, 
the chips cross-section increases leading to increased stiffness of the chip. A stiff 
chip would lend to easier chip breakage. With the chip-breaking chart providing 
a qualitative understanding of the chip breaking, better insight into chip breaking 
can be obtained by employing the chip breaking chart approach in this work. 

4.4 Chip curl characterization using spiral galaxy 
function 

The characterization of chip morphology in orthogonal turning process is able to 
characterize the complete chip morphology. The characterization methodology 
requires between 15 to 30 minutes of scanning and processing time. To evaluate 
the chip curl statistically, large number of chips are to be measured which is not 
feasible. To overcome this shortfall, a much simpler process is also developed in 
this work. Another method found in literature [44] is to fit a curve to the chip 
curl. In [44], Batzer et al used a logarithmic function to measure the chip curl in 
orthogonal cutting process. The function consists of three parameters and leads 
to difficulty in fitting of the curve. In this work, a logarithmic function utilized to 
measure the spiral galaxy is used. The spiral galaxy has a very similar curl to the 
chips produced in an orthogonal turning process. They have a straight bar in the 
beginning and spiral outward. Ringermacher et al [48] developed an equation that 
is able to measure the bar and the spiral curve. This equation is used in this work 
to characterize the chip curl curve in orthogonal turning process. 

 
Figure 15 shows the curve function is able to represent the different chip curl 
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5 Experimental investigation 

The chip curl characterization methodologies for orthogonal turning process and 
nose turning process are to be evaluated for varying cutting parameters. 
Orthogonal turning experiments were available from earlier work by one of the 
co-authors of Paper A [49]. Nose turning experiments were carried out as part of 
this work. High-speed videography was used to observe chip flow on the tool 
rake face in nose turning process. The chips collected from orthogonal turning 
process and nose-turning process were characterized using the methodologies 
presented in the previous chapter. 

5.1 Orthogonal turning experiments 

As mentioned earlier, the experimental investigation present is part of an earlier 
work carried out by one of the co-authors of Paper A. The orthogonal turning 
process was carried out as shown in Figure 16. 

 
 

Figure 16 Orthogonal turning experiment for evaluation of chip up-curl 
characterization methodology 

 
The work piece was machined to provide a constant depth of cut for all cutting 
conditions. The cutting tool length was larger than the depth of cut to establish 
orthogonal cutting conditions. Table 3 provides the tool and work piece geometry 
and the cutting process parameters varied to study their influence on chip curl. 
Cutting speed was kept constant with feed rate and rake angle varying over a large 
range. This causes material to deform at wide ranges of strain. Variation of cutting 
velocity has significant influence on the heat generated and the friction between 
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study the chip side-flow angle, high-speed videography is used. The average 
forces are obtained by dynamometers attached to the tool holder. 

Table 4 provides the cutting parameters and tool geometry used in the study. The 
chips collected in the study are measured to obtain the chip in hand chip curl 
parameters for all cutting conditions to understand the variation in the chip curl 
parameters for the cutting conditions employed in the study. The high-speed 
videography is used to measure the flow of chips on the rake face. High-speed 
videography is also used to measure the chip in process tilt angle parameter. The 
chips are also characterized using computed tomography and their CAD models 
are utilized to measure chip in process chip curl parameters in case of heavily 
deformed chips obtained at large depth of cut – large feed rate ranges. 

 
Figure 17 Kharkevich model relating ‘chip in hand’ chip curl parameters and ‘chip in 

process’ chip curl parameters 
 
Kharkevich model calculates the tilt angle (θ) parameter for all cutting conditions. 
On the other hand, the measurement of tilt angle is challenging in experimental 
investigation, as it is in accessible. Therefore, the tilt angle measurement is carried 
out only under certain machining condition and is employed to evaluate the 
efficacy of the Kharkevich model in the measurement of chip in process chip in 
curl parameters and the results are presented in paper C.

cutting tool and chip. At the chosen cutting speed, no appreciable tool wear is 
observed. Therefore, the cutting tool geometry remains constant throughout the 
cutting process. 

Cutting force and feed forces were obtained for varying cutting conditions along 
with the chips. Chip geometry parameters such as average chip thickness and 
initial chip curl radius were also measured. Chips collected from the experimental 
investigations are characterized using CT methodology as described in the 
previous section and the results are presented in paper A. 

5.2 Nose turning experiments 

The nose turning experiments are carried out to study the ability of 
characterization methodology chosen to measure chip curl. The experimental 
investigation is carried out employing an industrial chip breaker geometry. To 

Table 3 Cutting tool geometry parameters and process parameters employed in 
orthogonal turning experiment. 

Parameter Values 
Tool geometry  
Rake angle -5°; 0°;5°;10°;20°; 
Relief angle 7°; 
Edge radius 30µm 
Tool material H13A grade 
Tool coating Ti-CN PVD coating 
Workpiece geometry  
Workpiece diameter 146 mm 
Chip uncut length 74.9 mm 
Chip uncut thickness 3 mm 
Process parameters  
Cutting speed (m/min) 150 m/min 
Feed rate (mm/rev) 0.05;0.10;0.15;0.25;0.4;0.6 mm/rev 

Table 4 Cutting tool geometry parameters and process parameters employed in 
nose turning experiment. 

Cutting speed (m/min) 180 
Feed rate (mm/rev) 0.05, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5 
Depth of cut (mm) 0.5,1,2 
Insert geometry CNMG120408 – MM 
Insert material H13A (no coating) 
Edge radius (µm) 30 
Tool holder geometry PCLNR 2525M12 
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6 Finite element modeling 

The primary aim for the development of chip curl characterization methodologies 
is to provide a platform to use numerical models developed to predict chip 
formation in metal cutting for designing of cutting tools. To this regard, finite 
element simulations were carried out as part of this work. Both orthogonal 
turning process and nose turning process were simulated for the cutting 
conditions employed in the experimental investigations. Orthogonal turning 
process was simulated in 2D and 3D. The 2D orthogonal turning process 
simulations were used to evaluate the chip curl measurement methodology using 
mathematical function’s ability to compare chip curl between experiment and 
simulation (Paper B). The chip up-curl is predicted in 2D and the deformations 
in the other directions are assumed zero. The 3D orthogonal turning simulations 
were carried out to predict in addition to chip up-curl, chip side-curl by the twist 
angle parameter (Paper A). Nose turning simulations were carried out to evaluate 
the ability of numerical model to predict chip side-flow angle, chip up-curl radius, 
chip side-curl radius and tilt angle (Paper C). The prediction of the chip curl 
parameters accurately provides the ability to design the specific chip breaker 
geometry required for the machining process desired by the end customer. 

6.1 2D FE modeling of orthogonal turning 
process 

The 2D finite element model consists of work piece and cutting tool geometry 
modelling, work piece material behaviour and friction modelling. The geometry 
of work piece and cutting tool were created within the FE software’s environment 
owing its simplicity. The work piece in the shape of a rectangle has a length of 25 
mm and breadth varying according to chip thickness (breadth = 5 × chip 
thickness). The work piece material’s deformation is modelled using Johnson-
Cook model. The parameters of the Johnson-Cook model were obtained from 
literature [50]. In addition, temperature dependent thermal conductivity and 
specific heat capacity are provided as input. The cutting tool material behaviour 
is obtained from the built in library. The interaction between the tool rake face 
and the chip is modelled using a Coulomb friction constant and a default value 
of 0.5. The mesh distortion due to material deformation is overcome by adaptive 
remeshing whose parameters were optimized to maintain the mesh refinement in 
chip. 
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is to provide a platform to use numerical models developed to predict chip 
formation in metal cutting for designing of cutting tools. To this regard, finite 
element simulations were carried out as part of this work. Both orthogonal 
turning process and nose turning process were simulated for the cutting 
conditions employed in the experimental investigations. Orthogonal turning 
process was simulated in 2D and 3D. The 2D orthogonal turning process 
simulations were used to evaluate the chip curl measurement methodology using 
mathematical function’s ability to compare chip curl between experiment and 
simulation (Paper B). The chip up-curl is predicted in 2D and the deformations 
in the other directions are assumed zero. The 3D orthogonal turning simulations 
were carried out to predict in addition to chip up-curl, chip side-curl by the twist 
angle parameter (Paper A). Nose turning simulations were carried out to evaluate 
the ability of numerical model to predict chip side-flow angle, chip up-curl radius, 
chip side-curl radius and tilt angle (Paper C). The prediction of the chip curl 
parameters accurately provides the ability to design the specific chip breaker 
geometry required for the machining process desired by the end customer. 

6.1 2D FE modeling of orthogonal turning 
process 

The 2D finite element model consists of work piece and cutting tool geometry 
modelling, work piece material behaviour and friction modelling. The geometry 
of work piece and cutting tool were created within the FE software’s environment 
owing its simplicity. The work piece in the shape of a rectangle has a length of 25 
mm and breadth varying according to chip thickness (breadth = 5 × chip 
thickness). The work piece material’s deformation is modelled using Johnson-
Cook model. The parameters of the Johnson-Cook model were obtained from 
literature [50]. In addition, temperature dependent thermal conductivity and 
specific heat capacity are provided as input. The cutting tool material behaviour 
is obtained from the built in library. The interaction between the tool rake face 
and the chip is modelled using a Coulomb friction constant and a default value 
of 0.5. The mesh distortion due to material deformation is overcome by adaptive 
remeshing whose parameters were optimized to maintain the mesh refinement in 
chip. 
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7 Results

The main aim of this work is to use numerical models in the design of chip
breaker geometry for turning processes. One main step towards this aim is to
characterize quantitatively the chip curl in orthogonal turning process and nose
turning process. The other aim is using numerical modelling of chip formation in
cutting processes and predicting chip curl under varying cutting conditions.
Methodologies are developed to characterize chip curl in orthogonal turning
process and nose turning process. Further, finite element simulations are carried
out for varying cutting conditions and chip curl geometry is predicted. The
developed methodologies are employed to characterize chip curl obtained from
experimental investigation and finite element simulations. The results show chip
curl measured in experiments can be evaluated quantitatively against chip curl
predicted by finite element simulations.

7.1 Influence of work piece material modeling on
chip curl

To evaluate the influence of work piece material modelling on chip curl, finite
element simulations of orthogonal turning process are carried out varying the
different factors of the work piece material model. The work piece material model
is a product of three factors, strain hardening, strain rate hardening and thermal
softening. The dependence of equivalent plastic stress on strain hardening and
strain rate hardening is switched off individually. This leads to the plastic stress
dependent on thermal softening. Due to the construction of Johnson Cook
material model, thermal softening parameter cannot be switched off separately.
Therefore, to study the influence of thermal modeling, simulation is run with 
thermal conductivity being temperature independent. This study shows the
influence of each work piece material modelling parameters on chip curl and chip
thickness. Predicted chip thickness and chip curl are evaluated against
experimentally obtained initial chip curl radius. The black circle represents the
experimentally obtained initial chip curl radius and the chip thickness is
represented as a rectangle. Figure 19 (a) shows that the strain hardening and strain
rate hardening parameters being switched off and thermal conductivity being
temperature dependent. The chip curl predicted is identical with experimental
result but the chip thickness is overestimated by 33 %. Figure 19 (b) shows strain
rate hardening parameter alone switched off. This leads to the chip being curled
less, accompanied by 67% overestimation of chip thickness. Figure 19 (c) shows

6.2 3D FE modeling of nose turning process 

Nose turning process is simulated for the cutting conditions used in the 
experimental investigation. The workpiece diameter used in experimental 
investigation was larger than 50 mm. Okoshi et al [51] have shown in their studies 
that when the work piece diameter is larger than 50 mm, the curvature of the 
work piece need not be considered. Therefore, the workpiece geometry can be 
modelled as a straight work piece. The tool – work piece contact is modelled using 
an automated subtractive process. This provides a full chip thickness from the 
start of the cutting zone. The chip breaker geometry is modelled using a CAD 
program due to its complexity. The chip breaker geometry is modelled with the 
cutting edge rounding of 30 µm and is imported into the FE program via STL file 
format. The meshing of the rake face is refined to have a smooth surface on the 
chip contact area and the cutting edge rounding zone. This way, the effect of the 
cutting edge rounding on the chip thickness and the heat transfer between the 
tool and chip =is simulated accurately. 

Figure 18 FE modeling of chip formation process to predict chip curl 

The adaptive remeshing parameters for work piece are mesh refinement factor, 
mesh coarsening factor and chip refinement factor. These factors are chosen to 
reduce the coarsening of the mesh after it crosses the primary shear zone. The 
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cutting edge and grading radius factor, which refines the mesh within a cylinder 
defined with the center of the cylinder coinciding with the cutting edge. The 
cylinder radius is related to the feed rate and a scaling factor. The finite element 
simulations are carried out for feed rate ranging from 0.05 mm/rev to 0.5 mm/rev 
and depth of cut ranging from 0.5 mm to 2 mm. The finite element simulations 
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7 Results 

The main aim of this work is to use numerical models in the design of chip 
breaker geometry for turning processes. One main step towards this aim is to 
characterize quantitatively the chip curl in orthogonal turning process and nose 
turning process. The other aim is using numerical modelling of chip formation in 
cutting processes and predicting chip curl under varying cutting conditions. 
Methodologies are developed to characterize chip curl in orthogonal turning 
process and nose turning process. Further, finite element simulations are carried 
out for varying cutting conditions and chip curl geometry is predicted. The 
developed methodologies are employed to characterize chip curl obtained from 
experimental investigation and finite element simulations. The results show chip 
curl measured in experiments can be evaluated quantitatively against chip curl 
predicted by finite element simulations. 

7.1 Influence of work piece material modeling on 
chip curl 

To evaluate the influence of work piece material modelling on chip curl, finite 
element simulations of orthogonal turning process are carried out varying the 
different factors of the work piece material model. The work piece material model 
is a product of three factors, strain hardening, strain rate hardening and thermal 
softening. The dependence of equivalent plastic stress on strain hardening and 
strain rate hardening is switched off individually. This leads to the plastic stress 
dependent on thermal softening. Due to the construction of Johnson Cook 
material model, thermal softening parameter cannot be switched off separately. 
Therefore, to study the influence of thermal modeling, simulation is run with 
thermal conductivity being temperature independent. This study shows the 
influence of each work piece material modelling parameters on chip curl and chip 
thickness. Predicted chip thickness and chip curl are evaluated against 
experimentally obtained initial chip curl radius. The black circle represents the 
experimentally obtained initial chip curl radius and the chip thickness is 
represented as a rectangle. Figure 19 (a) shows that the strain hardening and strain 
rate hardening parameters being switched off and thermal conductivity being 
temperature dependent. The chip curl predicted is identical with experimental 
result but the chip thickness is overestimated by 33 %. Figure 19 (b) shows strain 
rate hardening parameter alone switched off. This leads to the chip being curled 
less, accompanied by 67% overestimation of chip thickness. Figure 19 (c) shows 

6.2 3D FE modeling of nose turning process 

Nose turning process is simulated for the cutting conditions used in the 
experimental investigation. The workpiece diameter used in experimental 
investigation was larger than 50 mm. Okoshi et al [51] have shown in their studies 
that when the work piece diameter is larger than 50 mm, the curvature of the 
work piece need not be considered. Therefore, the workpiece geometry can be 
modelled as a straight work piece. The tool – work piece contact is modelled using 
an automated subtractive process. This provides a full chip thickness from the 
start of the cutting zone. The chip breaker geometry is modelled using a CAD 
program due to its complexity. The chip breaker geometry is modelled with the 
cutting edge rounding of 30 µm and is imported into the FE program via STL file 
format. The meshing of the rake face is refined to have a smooth surface on the 
chip contact area and the cutting edge rounding zone. This way, the effect of the 
cutting edge rounding on the chip thickness and the heat transfer between the 
tool and chip =is simulated accurately. 

 
Figure 18 FE modeling of chip formation process to predict chip curl 

 
The adaptive remeshing parameters for work piece are mesh refinement factor, 
mesh coarsening factor and chip refinement factor. These factors are chosen to 
reduce the coarsening of the mesh after it crosses the primary shear zone. The 
mesh refinement is constricted to the primary shear zone with the grading near 
cutting edge and grading radius factor, which refines the mesh within a cylinder 
defined with the center of the cylinder coinciding with the cutting edge. The 
cylinder radius is related to the feed rate and a scaling factor. The finite element 
simulations are carried out for feed rate ranging from 0.05 mm/rev to 0.5 mm/rev 
and depth of cut ranging from 0.5 mm to 2 mm. The finite element simulations 
are carried out with a friction factor value of 0.5 [52]. The work piece material 
modelling is carried out by Johnson-Cook model similar to the 2D FE modelling 
of orthogonal turning process.
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7.2 Chip curl characterization in orthogonal 
turning 

The output of chip curl characterization in orthogonal turning process employing 
CT is obtained in the form of a 3D CAD model. This provides the possibility to 
analyze the chip curl in a CAD environment. Figure 21 shows the CAD models 
of chips obtained from experimental investigation. The CAD model’s resolution 
provides the ability to characterize the chip morphology, which includes chip 
shape variation, and chip curl. The initial chip curl radius 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, is measured as a 
parameter for chip up-curl. The initial chip curl twist angle 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, is a measure of 
the combined influence of chip up curl and chip side-curl.  

To evaluate the CT methodology’s accuracy, the chip shape variation and chip 
curl measured by CT is compared with the chip shape image obtained using a 
standard metallographic analysis. The chip is placed in a thermoplastic setting 
taking care that the chip’s edge is positioned in a single plane. The specimen is 
then polished and an image is obtained. The specimen is then scanned using CT 
and the chip’s CAD model is obtained. Figure 20 shows the comparison of chip 
shape variation and chip curl between the two methodologies. This shows the  

 
Figure 20 Chip shape comparison measured by CT and metallographic analysis 

 
Figure 21 Measurement of chip curl parameters, chip initial curl radius (ric / mm) and 

twist angle (θic / degree) 
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the chip curl predicted when all the work piece material modelling parameters are 
switched on. The results show the chip curl being uncurled with the influence of 
strain hardening parameter and strain rate hardening parameter. Figure 19 (d) 
shows chip curl predicted when thermal softening is temperature independent. 
This leads to reduced chip curl or larger chip up-curl radius when compared to 
Figure 19 (a). In addition to initial chip curl radius and chip thickness, the chip 
shape variation has to be taken into account for a complete evaluation of the work 
piece material modelling’s influence. This also shows the importance of 
temperature calibration for work piece material modelling in prediction of chip 
morphology and chip breakage. 

 
Figure 19 Influence of work piece material modeling parameters on chip curl geometry 
and chip thickness in orthogonal turning process (a) no strain hardening, no strain rate 
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7.2 Chip curl characterization in orthogonal 
turning 

The output of chip curl characterization in orthogonal turning process employing 
CT is obtained in the form of a 3D CAD model. This provides the possibility to 
analyze the chip curl in a CAD environment. Figure 21 shows the CAD models 
of chips obtained from experimental investigation. The CAD model’s resolution 
provides the ability to characterize the chip morphology, which includes chip 
shape variation, and chip curl. The initial chip curl radius 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, is measured as a 
parameter for chip up-curl. The initial chip curl twist angle 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, is a measure of 
the combined influence of chip up curl and chip side-curl.  

To evaluate the CT methodology’s accuracy, the chip shape variation and chip 
curl measured by CT is compared with the chip shape image obtained using a 
standard metallographic analysis. The chip is placed in a thermoplastic setting 
taking care that the chip’s edge is positioned in a single plane. The specimen is 
then polished and an image is obtained. The specimen is then scanned using CT 
and the chip’s CAD model is obtained. Figure 20 shows the comparison of chip 
shape variation and chip curl between the two methodologies. This shows the  
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shows chip curl predicted when thermal softening is temperature independent. 
This leads to reduced chip curl or larger chip up-curl radius when compared to 
Figure 19 (a). In addition to initial chip curl radius and chip thickness, the chip 
shape variation has to be taken into account for a complete evaluation of the work 
piece material modelling’s influence. This also shows the importance of 
temperature calibration for work piece material modelling in prediction of chip 
morphology and chip breakage. 
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rake angle. It is seen that the increase in twist angle is lower for rake angle 
variation compared to feed rate variation. The figure also shows that the finite 
element simulations is not able to predict the increase in twist angle for the 
increase in rake angle. 

7.2.1 Prediction of chip curl employing galaxy 
describing function in 2D orthogonal turning 

The galaxy describing function is used in this work to evaluate its ability to 
characterize the chip curl curve in an accelerated period. The chip curl factor 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠 
reduces with the increase in chip curling and vice versa. Figure 23 shows the 
variation of cutting forces for rake angle and feed rate variation.  

Figure 23 shows that the cutting force reduces with increase in rake angle which 
in well established in metal cutting literature. The figure also shows the trend in 
cutting force reduction for increase in rake angle is predicted qualitatively by the 
finite element simulation. However, the error in quantitative prediction of cutting 
force ranges between 37% at a rake angle of -5° to 47% at a rake angle of 20° for 
a constant feed rate of 0.15 mm / rev. The quantitative prediction of increase in 
cutting forces by the finite element model for increase in feed rate has an error 
ranging from 42% at the lowest feed rate to 33% at the highest feed rate.  

Figure 24 shows the variation of chip curl factor 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠 for rake angle and feed rate 
variation. Figure 15 shows visually the chip curl variation with the corresponding 
chip curl factor 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠. Figure 24 shows that varying the rake angle from -5° to 20° 
increases the chip curling in the experimental investigation. The figure shows that 
the finite element simulation is able to predict the influence of rake angle 
qualitatively. The chip curl increases with increase in feed rate during the 

 
Figure 23 Variation of cutting force for varying rake angle at a constant feed rate of 

0.15 mm/rev and for varying feed rate at a constant rake angle 5° 
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chip shape variation is captured with the accuracy of the standard metallographic 
methodology. This proves the validity of the chip characterization methodology 
employing CT. 

With the ability to obtain the chip geometry in the CAD model format, the finite 
element simulations’ prediction of chip curl parameters, initial chip curl radius 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 
and initial chip curl twist angle 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, are compared with experimental investigation. 
Figure 21 (a) shows the increase in initial chip radius with increase in feed rate 
increasing from 0.7 mm for the lowest feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev to a maximum 
of 5 mm for a feed rate of 0.6 mm /rev. This increase in chip curl is accompanied 
with the chip shape change from continuous at feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev to 
segmented chip at feed rate of 0.60 mm/rev. The finite element simulation 
predicts an increase of initial chip curl radius from 0.7 mm at 0.0.05 mm/rev to 
9 mm at 0.60 mm/rev. Figure 21 (b) shows that the initial chip curl radius is less 
influenced by rake angle at a constant feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev is less. The initial 
chip curl radius increases from 0.7 mm at a rake angle of -5° to 1 mm at a rake 
angle of 20°. The finite element simulation is not able to predict this increase of 
initial chip curl radius for increase in rake angle. Figure 21 (c) shows the decrease 
in initial chip curl twist angle with increase in feed rate. The figure also shows the 
ability of the finite element simulation to predict this trend. However, the finite 
element simulation predicts lower twist angle values for all feed rates other than 
0.05 mm/rev. Figure 21 (d) shows that the twist angle increases for increase in 

 
Figure 22 Variation of initial chip curl radius 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (mm) and initial chip curl twist angle 
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rake angle. It is seen that the increase in twist angle is lower for rake angle 
variation compared to feed rate variation. The figure also shows that the finite 
element simulations is not able to predict the increase in twist angle for the 
increase in rake angle. 

7.2.1 Prediction of chip curl employing galaxy 
describing function in 2D orthogonal turning 

The galaxy describing function is used in this work to evaluate its ability to 
characterize the chip curl curve in an accelerated period. The chip curl factor 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠 
reduces with the increase in chip curling and vice versa. Figure 23 shows the 
variation of cutting forces for rake angle and feed rate variation.  

Figure 23 shows that the cutting force reduces with increase in rake angle which 
in well established in metal cutting literature. The figure also shows the trend in 
cutting force reduction for increase in rake angle is predicted qualitatively by the 
finite element simulation. However, the error in quantitative prediction of cutting 
force ranges between 37% at a rake angle of -5° to 47% at a rake angle of 20° for 
a constant feed rate of 0.15 mm / rev. The quantitative prediction of increase in 
cutting forces by the finite element model for increase in feed rate has an error 
ranging from 42% at the lowest feed rate to 33% at the highest feed rate.  

Figure 24 shows the variation of chip curl factor 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠 for rake angle and feed rate 
variation. Figure 15 shows visually the chip curl variation with the corresponding 
chip curl factor 𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠. Figure 24 shows that varying the rake angle from -5° to 20° 
increases the chip curling in the experimental investigation. The figure shows that 
the finite element simulation is able to predict the influence of rake angle 
qualitatively. The chip curl increases with increase in feed rate during the 

 
Figure 23 Variation of cutting force for varying rake angle at a constant feed rate of 

0.15 mm/rev and for varying feed rate at a constant rake angle 5° 
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chip shape variation is captured with the accuracy of the standard metallographic 
methodology. This proves the validity of the chip characterization methodology 
employing CT. 

With the ability to obtain the chip geometry in the CAD model format, the finite 
element simulations’ prediction of chip curl parameters, initial chip curl radius 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 
and initial chip curl twist angle 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, are compared with experimental investigation. 
Figure 21 (a) shows the increase in initial chip radius with increase in feed rate 
increasing from 0.7 mm for the lowest feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev to a maximum 
of 5 mm for a feed rate of 0.6 mm /rev. This increase in chip curl is accompanied 
with the chip shape change from continuous at feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev to 
segmented chip at feed rate of 0.60 mm/rev. The finite element simulation 
predicts an increase of initial chip curl radius from 0.7 mm at 0.0.05 mm/rev to 
9 mm at 0.60 mm/rev. Figure 21 (b) shows that the initial chip curl radius is less 
influenced by rake angle at a constant feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev is less. The initial 
chip curl radius increases from 0.7 mm at a rake angle of -5° to 1 mm at a rake 
angle of 20°. The finite element simulation is not able to predict this increase of 
initial chip curl radius for increase in rake angle. Figure 21 (c) shows the decrease 
in initial chip curl twist angle with increase in feed rate. The figure also shows the 
ability of the finite element simulation to predict this trend. However, the finite 
element simulation predicts lower twist angle values for all feed rates other than 
0.05 mm/rev. Figure 21 (d) shows that the twist angle increases for increase in 
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The chip curl characterization methodology developed in this model employing 
high-speed videography, Kharkevich model and computed tomography (CT) is 
used to measure the chip curl parameters in 3D. The chip curl parameters, chip 
up-curl, chip side-curl and chip side-flow angle are compared between 
experimental investigation and finite element simulation. The results are 
presented in form of two chip breaking charts. The chip flow on the rake face 
obtained from high-speed videography is presented in Figure 25. The finite 
element simulation’s predictions are also presented in the same chip breaking 
chart format (Figure 26). The finite element simulations results provide in 
addition the chip curl’s helical axis. 

The chip charts in this work are divided into two zones based on the dominating 
chip curl as zone 1 and zone 2. The zone 1 is mainly up curled and less influenced 
by side curl. Zone 2 has the combined effect of chip up curl and chip side curl 
and helical chips are formed. The zone 1 cutting conditions are composed of a 
constant feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev and depth of cut ranging from 0.5 mm to 2 
mm and a constant depth of cut of 2 mm and feed rate ranging from 0.05 mm/rev 
to 0.5 mm/rev. The chip is up-curled to a large extent and the chip side-curl is 
less pronounced. Zone 2 cutting conditions are composed of feed rates of 0.15 
mm/rev, 0.3 mm/rev and 0.5 mm/rev and depth of cuts of 0.5 mm/rev and 1 
mm/rev. 

experimental investigation from 2.78 to 2.84. The finite element simulation is not 
predicting this variation. 

7.3 Chip curl characterization in nose turning 

 
Figure 24 Variation of chip curl factor (𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠) for varying rake angle at a constant feed 

rate of 0.15 mm/rev and for varying feed rate at a constant rake angle 5° 

 
Figure 25 Chip side-flow angle measurement employing HSV in nose turning process 
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The chip curl characterization methodology developed in this model employing 
high-speed videography, Kharkevich model and computed tomography (CT) is 
used to measure the chip curl parameters in 3D. The chip curl parameters, chip 
up-curl, chip side-curl and chip side-flow angle are compared between 
experimental investigation and finite element simulation. The results are 
presented in form of two chip breaking charts. The chip flow on the rake face 
obtained from high-speed videography is presented in Figure 25. The finite 
element simulation’s predictions are also presented in the same chip breaking 
chart format (Figure 26). The finite element simulations results provide in 
addition the chip curl’s helical axis. 
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constant feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev and depth of cut ranging from 0.5 mm to 2 
mm and a constant depth of cut of 2 mm and feed rate ranging from 0.05 mm/rev 
to 0.5 mm/rev. The chip is up-curled to a large extent and the chip side-curl is 
less pronounced. Zone 2 cutting conditions are composed of feed rates of 0.15 
mm/rev, 0.3 mm/rev and 0.5 mm/rev and depth of cuts of 0.5 mm/rev and 1 
mm/rev. 

experimental investigation from 2.78 to 2.84. The finite element simulation is not 
predicting this variation. 

7.3 Chip curl characterization in nose turning 

 
Figure 24 Variation of chip curl factor (𝜑𝜑𝑠𝑠) for varying rake angle at a constant feed 

rate of 0.15 mm/rev and for varying feed rate at a constant rake angle 5° 

 
Figure 25 Chip side-flow angle measurement employing HSV in nose turning process 
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The finite element simulation prediction of chip curl and chip curl obtained from 
experimental investigation are also evaluated using the Kharkevich 
model.Kharkevich model is used to measure the ‘chip in process’ chip curl 
parameters from ‘chip in hand’ chip curl parameters both in experimental 
investigation. To establish the reliability of the chip curl parameters measured, ten 
chips are measured for each cutting condition. The dimensions are measured 
using a vernier caliper and microscope. The ‘chip in hand’ chip curl parameters 
measured are chip outer diameter, chip inner diameter, pitch, and chip width and 
chip slant height. The ‘chip in process’ chip curl parameters, chip up-curl, chip 
side-curl and chip side-flow angle are measured. The measured parameters are 
used to calculate the mean and standard deviation of each chip parameter. As an 
example, Figure 27 shows the chip outer diameter parameter mean value and 
standard deviation. The results show that the chip curl parameter can be assumed 
statistically robust for the cutting conditions used in the study. The mean and 
standard deviation of other chip in hand chip curl parameters are statistically 
robust as well. With the statistically robust, ‘chip in hand’ chip curl parameters, 
the ‘chip in process’ chip curl parameters are used. The chip side flow angle, chip 
up curl radius and chip side curl radius are compared between experimental 
investigation and finite element simulation. Relative error between the finite 
element simulation and experimental investigation is used to evaluate the finite 
element model’s accuracy. The relative error of a chip curl parameter shows the 
error of the chip curl parameter prediction at a particular cutting condition in 
relation to the best prediction of the chip curl parameter among all cutting 
conditions. A positive relative error means an over prediction of the chip curl 
parameter by the finite element model and vice versa. 

Figure 25 and Figure 26 show that the chip side flow angle is predicted 
qualitatively. The measured chip side-flow angle shows that the chip side-flow 

 
Figure 28 Relative error between chip side-flow angle predicted by FE model and 

experimental investigation. 
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Figure 26 Variation of chip curl predicted by FE model for varying feed rate and 

depth of cut. 
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angle prediction is qualitatively in agreement with the experimental investigation. 
Figure 28 shows the relative error between chip side-flow angle predicted by finite 
element simulation and experimental investigation. The results show that the 
error in prediction of chip side flow angle is very low at the lowest feed rate of 
0.05 mm/rev. The average relative error at higher feed rates is -44% with a 
maximum relative error of -100% at a feed rate of 0.5 mm/rev and depth of cut 
of 0.5 mm. The prediction error in zone 2, Figure 26 is higher where chip flow is 
influenced by the chip breaker geometry employed. 

Figure 29 shows the relative error of chip up-curl prediction measured by the chip 
up-curl radius. The average relative error of 62% is obtained for the feed rate of 

 
Figure 29 Relative error between chip up-curl radius predicted by FE model and 

experimental investigation.

 
Figure 30 Relative error between chip side-curl radius predicted by FE model and 

experimental investigation.
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0.15 mm/rev. The figure shows that the relative error reduces with increase in 
feed rate. The error in zone 1 is lower as was in the case of chip flow angle. 

Figure 30 shows the relative error in prediction of chip side-curl radius is higher 
at a lower feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev where the chip is largely up curled. The 
predictions are better at higher feed rates and larger depth of cut where the chip 
flows into the chip breaker. The error percentage has an average of 67% at a feed 
rate of 0.05 mm/rev and it is reduced to an average of 20% for a feed rate of 0.5 
mm/rev. 
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8 Conclusion 

The main aim of this work is the development of a methodology to evaluate chip 
curl and chip flow between experimental investigation and numerical modeling. 
Chip flow measured by chip side-flow angle and chip curl measured by the chip 
up-curl radius and chip side-curl radius have been studied for orthogonal turning 
processes and nose turning process. The development of methodologies to 
measure these parameters for both of the cutting processes has been the focus of 
this study. The conclusions derived from the study are as follows 

• Chip curl phenomena described by chip curl curve or initial chip up-curl 
radius can be characterized using CT technique in orthogonal turning 
process. 

• Characterization of chip morphology using CT provides the ability for direct 
comparison between experimental investigation and numerical model 
predictions for all industrially relevant cutting processes. 

• Chip curl characterization in nose turning process defined by chip up-curl 
radius, chip side-curl radius and chip side-flow angle can be quantitatively 
characterized by employing the CT technique, High speed videography and 
Kharkevich model. 

• FE model simulating chip formation process is able to predict the variation 
in chip curl qualitatively. However, the quantitative relative error ranges from 
-80% to +20%, with material models and friction models examined so far, 
for predictive purposes. 

• The error in prediction of chip side-flow angle, where the chip up-curl 
phenomena is dominating, is lower compared to the error prediction when 
chip up-curl and chip side-curl have equal dominance. 

• The chip up-curl radius and chip side-curl radius predicted by finite element 
model have error percentage up to 67% at lower feed rates where the 
interaction between the heat generated during the cutting process, the 
material strain and cutting geometry is complex. 

To summarize, the study shows that the chip characterization methodology 
developed in this work can be used to characterize chip morphology in nose 
turning process. The chip formation finite element models used in this study are 
not at this stage able to predict accurately chip morphology for deployment in 
cutting tool macro geometry design. 
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9 Discussion 

For the design of complex three-dimensional chip breaker geometries in nose 
turning process using numerical models, reliable chip morphology 
characterization methodologies are developed in this work. In addition FE 
simulations of chip formation in nose turning process is carried out to predict 
chip morphology. The results of the chip curl characterization methodologies and 
FE simulations’ chip curl prediction capability are discussed here. 

9.1 Chip characterization methodology 

The chip morphology which consists of chip shape and chip curl are characterized 
for varying feed rate and rake angle in 2D orthogonal turning process using CT 
technique and mathematical function. Initial chip curl radius and twist angle are 
used to characterize the chip curl geometry when CT characterizes chip curl. The 
mathematical function is able to characterize the chip curl curve. 

In nose turning process, feed rate and depth of cut are varied and chip 
morphology variation is studied. A combination of CT, high-speed videography 
and Kharkevich mathematical model is used to characterize chip curl. Kharkevich 
model is used to calculate ‘chip in process’ chip curl parameters from ‘chip in 
hand’ chip curl parameters. 

9.1.1 Computed tomography for characterization of chip 
curl in 2D and 3D turning 

Computed tomography (CT) is used as a three dimensional metrology tool in this 
work to measure chip curl in orthogonal turning process and nose turning 
process. The CT technique is highly advantageous as the currently employed in 
chip studies, metallographic analysis method, need the chip to be destroyed and 
are limited to 2D orthogonal turning process. The results show that 3D chip curl 
geometry is characterized using CT technique with the required accuracy as the 
traditional metallographic analysis. The chip shape variation from continuous 
chip to segmented chip is characterized quantitatively using CT technique. CT 
technique’s resolution is one µm, which provides the chip shape parameters to be 
measured with accuracy in 3D. The methodology provides the ability to 
characterize chip shape and chip curl in one single step. With the output provided 
in a standard CAD model format (STL format), it aids in evaluating chip shape 
and chip curl geometry predicted by numerical models. A drawback of this system 
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not be able to characterize the chip curl before and after the chip contacts the 
tool or work piece. In order to obtain this data, the chip curl has to be measured 
during the cutting process in 3D and it calls for advanced image acquisition 
techniques and digital image processing algorithms, which is not within the scope 
of this study. 

9.2 FE Simulation of chip curl in 2D & 3D 

The finite element simulation carried out in the work show that chip curl can be 
qualitatively predicted for variation of chip breaker geometry and cutting 
conditions in orthogonal turning process and nose turning process. 

Figure 22 (a & b) shows that in orthogonal turning process experiments, chip 
initial radius increases 10 times for increase in feed rate whereas the increase is 2 
times for rake angle variation. The feed rate influence, figure 24 (a), is attributed 
to the chip tool contact area and is captured by the FE model qualitatively. 
Quantitatively, the finite element simulations predict only an increase of 5X 
compared to the 10X and is attributed to the simple coulomb friction employed 
irrespective of the cutting conditions. 

The increase in initial chip up-curl radius for increase in rake angle is only 2X and 
is attributed to the lower feed rate of 50 µm and is shown in Figure 22 (b). Due 
to the lower feed rate, the influence of rake angle is less pronounced, as the 
effective rake angle is not altered. The FE model’s prediction is qualitatively not 
good enough and could be attributed to the phenomenological material model’s 
shortcoming to simulate high strain conditions and simple friction model as 
opposed to the models that consider seizure. 

Twist angle parameter summates the chip side-curl and chip up-curl. Chip side-
curl is influenced by the variation in chip side-flow angle and nose geometry in 
3D turning process. In an orthogonal turning process, the absence of the nose 
geometry leads to lesser chip side-curl and is evident by 1.5 ° variation in twist 
angle in Figure 22 (d). On the other hand, Figure 22 (c) shows the influence of 
feed rate on the twist angle is only 4°. The finite element model qualitatively 
predicted these variations but the quantitative evaluation is not accurate enough 
when the work piece is modeled as a straight work piece. The influence of the 
work piece curvature and the variation in cutting speed between the two different 
ends of the cutting tool is also not incorporated into the FE model and can be a 
source of error. 

Figure 23 shows that the chip up-curl characterization by spiral galaxy function 
can be used successfully to evaluate 2D FE model based chip curl prediction. The 
results show that the variation of chip up-curl for variation in rake angle, Figure 

is the scanning time for each chip measurement. When the chip size is small, 2 or 
3 chips can be measured in a single measurement. However, as the chip size 
increases, the measurement has to be conducted for each chip separately. With a 
dedicated fixturing, the speed of scanning can be improved. The results clearly 
show that the CT measurement methodology can be used for any complicated 
chip shape and chip curl geometry encountered in industrial machining process 
an no limitations are foreseen. 

9.1.2 Chip curl characterization using spiral galaxy 
function in orthogonal turning process 

With the CT technique’s long scanning time, only 2 -3 chips can only be 
characterized for economic reasons. Therefore, to ensure that the chip 
morphology observed for a given cutting condition is statistically reliable, a 
mathematical function based characterization methodology for orthogonal 
turning process is developed in this work, which is faster than the CT technique. 
The results show that spiral galaxy function is able to measure the chip curl in 
orthogonal turning process. The methodology is able to characterize the chip curl 
variation for the varying cutting conditions used in this work. The employed 
methodology is fast and requires only an image of the chip since the chip curl in 
2D is the parameter under investigation. The chip curl varies from comma shaped 
to spiral shaped as feed rate and rake angle are varied. Automating the 
measurement of the chips curl variation will enable it to be used as a parameter 
for orthogonal turning process studies.  

9.1.3 Kharkevich model, CT and HSV in nose turning 
process 

To characterize the chip curl geometry in experimental investigation of nose 
turning process, the chip curl parameters, chip up-curl and chip side-curl are used 
for variation of feed rate and depth of cut. The results show that Kharkevich 
model is able to characterize the chip curl parameters in nose turning process 
when the chips are not deformed heavily after they cross the tool chip contact 
zone. On the other hand, chips, which are heavily deformed, are characterized 
successfully using CT and ‘chip in process’ chip curl parameters are measured 
directly. Ten measurements were conducted for each cutting condition and the 
results show that the chip curl is a statistically robust parameter for cutting 
process evaluation. The results show that using high-speed videography is able to 
measure the chip side-flow angle parameter for all cutting conditions. 

The drawback of this methodology is the inability to characterize the chip curl 
variation due to contact with the tool or work piece after the chip leaves the 
cutting zone is not taken into consideration in this study. The methodologies will 
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variation due to contact with the tool or work piece after the chip leaves the 
cutting zone is not taken into consideration in this study. The methodologies will 
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prediction error of chip side-curl in Figure 30. The absence of damage modeling 
can also influence the chip curl prediction capability in a FE model.

23, has a similar trend to the cutting force variation (Figure 24) and is qualitatively 
predicted. It is also noted that the quantitative prediction of the chip up-curl 
radius and cutting forces require better material deformation describing models 
and friction models. The reduction of chip up-curl and increase of cutting forces 
for increasing feed rate is predicted qualitatively by FE simulations, Figure 23 and 
Figure 24. The increase in cutting force for increase in feed rate is well known. 
The quantitative prediction of chip curl for variation in tool rake angle is better 
predicted by the FE simulations compared to the prediction of chip curl variation 
for variation in feed rate. This is attributed to the change in the chip shape from 
continuous to segmented chip for variation in feed rate. The FE model employed 
is not able to predict this transformation due to the absence of damage models 
or physics based material models that are able to simulate chip segmentation. 

The nose turning process results show two zones within the chip chart marked 
zone 1 and zone 2 in Figure 26. This chip curl variation between zone 1 and zone 
2 is also observed in experimental investigations shown in Figure 25. Zone 1 is 
marked by low feed rate conditions and high depth of cut cutting conditions and 
is up-curl dominated. In zone 2, the chip curl is dominated by both chip up-curl 
and chip side-curl. The finite element simulation is able to predict the domination 
of chip up-curl in zone 1. The up-curl domination at lower feed rate is attributed 
to the cutting edge acting as a plane rake face cutting tool as shown in [53]. The 
lower friction at the lower feed rates leads to less influence of friction models. 
This aids in the better prediction of chip side-flow angle, Figure 28, and chip up-
curl radius, Figure 29. At the larger depth of cut (2 mm) in zone 1, Figure 26, the 
chip cross section is rigid and is less influenced by the chip breaker geometry after 
it leaves the tool chip contact zone and is predicted qualitatively by the FE model. 

In zone 2 of Figure 26, where the chip is less rigid, the quantitative prediction of 
finite element model is poor and is shown by the error in prediction results. Chip 
up-curl and chip side-curl is equally pronounced and is qualitatively predicted by 
the finite element model. The quantitative prediction error of chip side-flow 
angle, chip up-curl radius and chip side-curl radius are shown in Figure 28, Figure 
29 and Figure 30 respectively. The results clearly show that the finite element 
model needs to be improved to be used for predictive modelling of chip 
morphology. The chip side-flow angle and chip up-curl is better predicted at 
lower chip load conditions as shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29 and a larger error 
in prediction is observed at high chip load conditions. This can be attributed to 
the constant Coulomb friction factor used in the FE model. Advanced models 
such as shear friction model could be evaluated to assess its ability to improve 
chip side-flow angle predictions. The assumption of a constant Coulomb friction 
across the chip width and constant cutting velocity is attributed to the large 
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in prediction is observed at high chip load conditions. This can be attributed to 
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chip side-flow angle predictions. The assumption of a constant Coulomb friction 
across the chip width and constant cutting velocity is attributed to the large 



 

10 Future work 

With the methodology available now to evaluate advanced physics based 
numerical model’s predictability of the chip morphology and chip side-flow angle 
for industrially relevant nose turning process, the next stage of work is to evaluate 
and improve the understanding of different components of an advanced physics 
based numerical model.  

The work piece material model in this work is a Johnson-Cook model and it is 
based on a phenomenological approach. Development of a dislocation density 
based material model for ferritic pearlitic steel is needed to improve the reliability 
of the work piece material models used in numerical models and evaluation of its 
ability to predict the chip thickness and the heat generated in the cutting zone at 
various cutting conditions will be of great importance. 

The numerical model used in this work was not able to predict the variation of 
chip shape for variation of cutting parameters. The incorporation of damage 
models that predict the transition from a continuous chip shape to segmented 
chip for variation of chip thickness and cutting velocity would improve the 
present numerical model will significant improve the prediction of chip 
morphology. 

Within this work, the transfer of heat due to convection and radiation to the 
surrounding is not incorporated in the numerical model. The incorporation of 
different modes of heat transfer in numerical modeling of chip formation and 
their influence on evacuation of heat from the cutting zone and machining 
process outputs will improve the understanding of machining process. 

The friction model used in this work is Coulomb friction model and a constant 
value of 0.5 is fixed for all cutting conditions. Evaluation and incorporation of 
advanced friction models in physics based numerical models and their influence 
on chip morphology is needed to model the variation of friction behaviour in 
different parts of the cutting tool macro geometry. 
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chip flow angle & morphology in  
2D & 3D Turning process
In this work, measurement methodologies are developed to compare chip 
morphology obtained in machining process with chip morphology pre-
dicted by numerical models. Orthogonal cutting process and nose turning 
process are studied and the variation of chip curl is measured for varying 
cutting conditions. In addition, numerical models are used to predict the 
chip shape and chip curl.

During experimental investigations, chip curl is measured by computed to-
mography and chip side flow angle is measured by high speed videography. 
Mathematical models are used to calculate the chip curl characterization 
parameters that can be used to evaluate the predictive capability of finite 
element models. The results show that the developed methodologies and 
mathematical models are accurate enough to characterize chip morphol-
ogy for nose turning process. The prediction of numerical models show 
that the chip curl is qualitatively predicted, but the quantitative prediction 
capability is still poor and advanced numerical models are needed to have 
better predictive capability.
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